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I N T R 0 D U CT I .. O N 
With what SJ~dicates do the daily newspapers deal? How 
do they select or reject features? Who do they like or dislike 
Why ? These and oth er questions caused a noted Vermont publish-
er to sugeest this study . It was decided tnat the most pra c- I 
tical way to obtain t h e desired information was to send out 
mail questionnaires and tabulate the answers . 
The questions were formulated by the author . Help:fu 1 
suggesti ens were made by David Ivi. White, Ph.D., Director of 
Graduate Studies, and by John H. Gleasont M.S., Director of 
the Divi s ion of Journal i sm a t Boston University. 
No a ttempt was made to project the answers received to 
nationwide fi gures for, a fter all , the answers, while seeming 
to represent a cross-section of the Ameri can daily press, may 
or may not be a ccurate when projec ted to such a scale. 
It is fel t , however, that the results should be of 
interest, for they do represent the opinions of the editors 
or publishers of 198 of t h ese daily newspapers. 
The chart on the following page is presented to show t h e 
close relationship between the percentage of newspapers in 
the United States, in each of the four circulation categories, 
to t h e p ercentage of newspapers answering the questionnaire 
in each of these fomr categories. Further breakdown of the 
comparison may be fo und on pages iii and iv. 
i 
C01itPARISON OF THE 1781 DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN THE UNITED 
STATES, AND TFE 198 PAPERS I ND TrHS STUDY 
over 100,0 00 _, 
over 50 ,000-:Q 
over 25,000• 
under 25,000 = 0 
1 'l. 4 6/o 
(1 '4 I "f <Jfer'f) 
OUTER CIRCLE-- % of all daily 
papers in this category 
I NlffiR CIRCLE-- % of papers in 
t his stu dy in each categ ory 
ii 
The questionnaires were sent out to each daily newspaper 
in the United States, as listed in the 1949 Internationa l 
Yearbook of Editor and Publisher, with the following exceptions 
1. Trade papers 
2. Specialized papers 
3. College papers 
Of the more than 1500 questionnaires sent out, 198 were 
returned. It was d ec ided to break the papers dovm into circu-
lation groups : over 100,000, over 50,000, over 25,000, and less 
than 25,000. For graphic presentation, it was further decided 
to use a different color for eac h group . The fo llowing is the 
breakdown on the neturns: 
Circulation Returns Graph C 9l2.!: 
Over 100,000 11 Red 
Over 50,000 11 Green 
Ovet' 25,000 18 Blue 
Under 25,000 158 Black 
The 158 papers in the les s tmn 25;000 class include one 
for which the circulation figure i s unknown. This is the 
Grenada (Miss .) Sentinel-Star which, according to the paper , 
has a coverage zone of 7,000. Arbitrarily, the write r has 
selected five hundred as a circula tion figure, in order that 
it may be g iven some weight in calculations . 
All o ther circulation figures, with the exceptions of the 
Oak Ridge (Tenn.) Oak Ridge r and the Medford (Mass.) Daily Mer 
cury, were taken from the 1949 Editor and Publisher Yearbook. 
The United States , as a whole , has 1,781 am. and p.m. 
newspapers wi th a total circulation of 52,285,299. The 198 
returns represented papers with a circulation of 5,394,791. 
iii 
Tne replies represent l/9th of the total number of 
dailies in the United S tates and l/9.7th of the total circu-
lation of the u.s. dailies. Thus , it can be s aid tl~t l/9th 
of the papers, re presenting roug hly l/9th of the total circu-
lation, are represented in this study. 
Eleven of the replies, 5.6% of t h e returns, were from 
paper s with circula tions of over 100,000. This compares to 
6.4% of papers in this circulation class in the entire United 
S tates. 
5.6% of the returns (11 also) were from papers of over 
50,000 circula tion as compare d to 5% of t he national total 
for t h is circu l a tion group. 
Eig hteen of the replies, 9.1% of the returns, were from 
papers wit h circula tions of over 25,000. This compares to 
9.2% of papers in t his circula tion class in the entire United 
Sta tes. 
The remainder of the returns, 158, repr e sented 79.7% of 
t h e replies to the questionnaire. In the United States, 79.4% 
of the daily papers fall into this les s than 25,000 circulatior 
g roup. 
iV 
H I S T 0 R Y 
It is possible, today, to cross the country from one 
coast to the other, and read the same economic cornmen tators, 
follow t he same comic strips, and read the same interpretations 
of affairs, national and international, written b y men and 
women whose names the syndicates have w~de household words. 
Where the great editors of t wenty-five years ago cover>e d only 
one se ction of t h e country and perhaps a quarter of a million 
readers , e ditorial con~entators today span the nation and 
reach millions of readers~l) 
In the 1949 Interna tional Year Book, issued by Editor and 
Publisher, are lis te d the names of more tnan 250 different 
feature syndicates, handling every k ind of newspaper matter, 
with the exceptions of local news and wire service news. 
The feature syndicates have made writers like Pegler, 
Pears on, Lippmann and Dorothy r.rhompson more widely k nown than 
any other newspaper people since the days of the editorial 
giants--Greeley, Bennett, Dana and Pulitzer~ 2 ) 
Comic strips ha d become the most i mportant of the syndi-
cate d features in the 1920 1 s~ 3 ) The Chicago Tr i bune -New York 
News Syndicate, Inc., 
.)!-( 4 ) 
in a full-pag e a dvertisement, offered 
the following comics: Smitty, Orphan Annie, Gasoline Alley, 
Dick Tracy, :rvro on Mullins, Harold Teen, Winnie Wink le, Terry 
and tne Pirates, Smilin 1 Jack and the Gumps. The copy said: 
Whe n we call Smitty a million-dollar comic, we 
are not boasting . We a re not expressing an opinion. 
We are not indulg ing in loose verbiage or current 
slang . We are talking dollars an d cents. The million 
has b een spent. It has brougnt back an inest imable 
v 
return in circulation, g ood will, advertising effect-
iveness, and advertising linage at the highest line 
rates in America. 
Since Smitty started in 1922 the Chicag o 'rribune 
and the New York News have spent $ 853,893 simply for 
the newsprint Smitty was printed on. This d oes not 
include the freight. It doesn 't cover artist's sa~ary, 
office space, editorial supervision, engraving, ink, 
printing, taxes, pencils, drawing board, social se-
curj_ty, and the infinite g eneral overhead. Just the 
paper Smitty is printed on. And some folks think 
Hollywood spend s money on productions1 
Newspaper syndicates had their beginnings in the middle 
vVes t during the Civ iJ. War , when printers in Wisconsin, as we 11 
as in other states, began to leave the case and snooting stick 
for the army and real s h ooting irons~ 5 ) 
As type was set by hand, the small newspapers, four page·s 
in length and six or seven colur~s to the page, involved a 
g reat deal of typesetting. Thus, the loss of even a sing le 
printer roode tne production a difficult task~ 6 ) 
Anse ll Nash Kellogg was the editor and publisher of the 
I 
Baraboo (Wise.) Republic in 1861, when Lincoln issued his first 
call for volunteers. Joseph I. Weir ich, journeyman printer and 
Kellogg 's first assistant, enlisted. Kellogg soon found that he 
would be unable to issue a full-sized paper on the regular 
publication date without Weirich's assistance, so he made 
arrangements with Atwood and Rublee, publishers of the Madison 
Wisconsin State Journal to send him half-sheet supplements 
filled with news of the war, to be included in his weekly 
paperf 7 ) 
Shortly thereafter, four other Wisconsin weeklies, the 
Brodhead Reporter, the Mauston Sta1•, the Columbus Journal, and 
vi 
the Richland Observer followed his lea d and began ordering 
printed sheets, made up of news and other items which had 
already appeared in tne S tate Journa l but wnich, because of 
it s general nature, wa s interesting to the readers of their 
papers as we ll~ 8 ) 
Very soon, advertising wa s run in these ready-print inside 
page~ . This was an important d evelopment because it enabled the 
printers to cut t h e costs for the · purchasing newspapers to a 
r easonable price~ 9 ) 
After this method of cutting tne pr1ces made its appear-
ance, the . numbe r of papers subscribing to the scheme grew 
rapidly. By 1863, Madison State Journal's ready-print service 
was s.upplying tnirty customers~ 10 ) 
In 1863, the Evening Yiisconsin, published by Aiken and 
Cramer, went into the rea dy-print business, cutting prices 
until in 1866, the State Journal was unable to compete with 
them and abandoned the ready-print field~ll) 
When We iricb. returned from the arrr1y, Kellogg sold him the 
Baraboo .Re public . :Kellog g then moved to Chicago, bought the 
Railroad Gazette , and launched int.o ·the ready-print business. 
This business was launched in August of 1865, with less than 
a dozen customers. By the end of the year, he had 53 customers, 
and, in another year, the list numbered 65 papers, including 
some in Tennessee, Ohio and Kansas~ 12 ) 
Cramer, Aikens and Cramer, in 1870, opened a branch 
of f ice in Chicago under the. name of the Chicago Newspaper 
U i 
( 13) 
n on. 
vii 
When the Chicago fire of October 1871 wiped out most of 
the city, it destroyed the Kellogg plant, but left the Chicago 
Newspaper Union unscathed. This brought about some very pecu-
liar repercussions, for Kellogg 's subscribers, 200 of them more 
than a hundred mi les from Chicago, were deprived of their out-
side pages which Kellogg was printing. It must have been very 
interesting to watch s orne harras sed Iowa edit or explain to an 
irate subscriber why the Chicago fire affected his newspape~;4 ) 
In the Congress of 1872-73, a postal bill was introduced 
which provided: 
Weekly newspapers within the respective counties 
where the same are actually and wholly printed and 
published, none other, may pass through the mails free 
of postage, as provided in the eighth clause of Sec -
tion 184 of the UAct to revise, consoli date, and amend 
the statutes relating to the Post Office Department ." 
This bill was aimed directly at the new auxiliary news-
paper service. Representative Farnsworth of Illinois, chairman 
of the postal committee that framed the bill, stated that its 
object was to cut off weekly newspapers using ready-print from 
the benefits of free postage~ 
1300 country newspapers using the service were aroused by 
this bill, and tne y brought such pressure to bear on their 
Congressmen, tnat the posta~ law of 1874 modified it to read: 
That newspapers, one copy to each actual sub-
scriber residing within the county whe re the same 
are printed, in wnole or in part~ and published, 
sh(a.ll g o free tnrough the mails.\ 15) 
The syndicates furnishing the ready-print prospered and, 
consequently, added more to their services. Kellogg added 
viii 
\.LO) 
serial fiction in 1871, and in 1873, the Chicago Newspaper U ion 
added state news slanted to the requirements of its various 
groups of customers . (17) 
The vridespread use of ready-print brov_ght about the stan-
(18) 
dardization of column size in 1874 at 13 ems pica . 
In twenty years , Kellogg ' s syndicate had grov,n from a 
shoestring venture , stpplying eight small newspap ers, to a 
::~200 , 000 corporation serving nearly 1 , 400 papers with printed 
sheets and several thousand more with stereotyped plates ( a 
( 19) 
medium he a~dded in 1875). 
~ 
Eis ideas for syndicate policy ~ere summarized in a set 
of r u les laid down for his employees: 
Spare no pains nor e'xpense to get the best and 
freshest of news and literary matter. 
It is as much t h e mark of a good editor to know 
what not to print as to be able to select good and 
appropriate matter . 
~ben in doubt about the p r opriety of printing 
an article , leave it out ; there is plenty of that 
which is unquestionably good and desirable. 
In the news columns avoid , as mu ch as possible , 
the giving of details of scandals and crimes--con-
fining the account to mere statements of facts of 
general interest and i mportance. 
There is always room for improvement and better-
ment~ Tf~0best is none too good for t h e Kel logg servlce. J J 
Altho-ugh the syndication of newspaper materials began 
rising to its high tide in t he seventies , it is interesting to 
note that the term "newspaper syndicate" did not come into 
general use until several y ears later. Kell ogg called has a 
"newspaper company " a nd Cramer , Aikens and Cramer called their 
syndicate a "newspaper union" .( 2l ) 
ix 
In 1875, by consolidation with the New York Newspaper 
Union , the Chica go Newspaper Unio n became t h e American Ne ws -
paper Union, serving about one-third of the weeldies, 1,800 
(22) throughout the country. 
In 1876, tne New York Newspaper Union was bought by James 
H. Bea ..Ls, h is unc..Le, Joshua G., Ge o rge RoweLl and. E . ~V . Foster . 
They expanded their new s yndicate to Philadelphia and Balti-
( 23) 
more . 
The syndicate formed in Iowa in 1872, became, in 1880, thE 
Western Newspaper Union, and by 1890, had established branches 
(24) 
in Denver, Da..L..Las, St. Louis, Topeka and Chicago. 
During the 1870's, ttboiler-plate," one-column stereotyped 
plates of fi llers, became popular. The ready-print companies 
sold these plates to smaller papers, a service still widely 
used. These plates included many short items that, when cut by 
a hacksaw, could be used to fill in any part of a colur.m ~ 25) 
The American Press Asso ciation, the first plate service 
not connected with a ready-print service, was established by 
Orlando Jay Smith , publisher of the Chica g o Express in 1882. 
Among the famous names writing for the association were: 
C . B . Lewis, uBill 11 Nye , Eugene Fie J.d, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, 
Murat Halstead, Sewell Ford, Ba:th Tarkington and Rev. T. DeVlitt 
(2o) Talmadge. 
Even tual.Ly, the .American Press Association branched out 
to include Chicago, Buffalo, Boston , Pittsburgh, Phi.Ladelphia, 
Columbus, Indianapolis, St. Paul, Cincinnati, Omaha, Detroit, 
X 
Dal~as, At~anta, San Francisco and Portland, Oregon. It served 
(27) in one way or another, more than 10,000 newspapers. -
In 1884, Samuel S . McClure launched the McClUl:>e Newspaper 
Syndicate, intended to serve city newspapers. He furnished the 
papers with fiction in the form of ga lle y proofs which they 
cou~d set up tnemse~ves. At first, h e charged about &~ 25 per 
paper for the fiction he bougnt from the autho.rs, and by sell-
ing to newspapers whose circulations did not confl'ict, he was 
b .. t ~it ( 28 ) a ~e o make a pror • 
At first, he sent about 5,000 words a week, but soon was 
sending out as much as 30,000. He tnen added a housenold hints 
c olumn t o his service. In the nine ties he added a women 1 s page. 
Among t h e writers who were syndicated by McClure were: Frank R. 
Stockton, Henry Harland, Julian Hawthorne, H.C. Bunner, Octave 
Thanet, Sarah Orne Jewett, Joel Chandler Harn"is, Charles Egbert 
Craddock, J\i!rs . Burton Harris on and Margaret Deland. Robert Loui . 
Stevens on, Hark 'l'wain, Br•e te Harte, Wil~iam Dean Howe lls, 
A. Conan Doyle, Rudyard Kipling , Mary E. Wi~kins, Tneodore 
(2g) Rooseve~t and Henry Cabot Lodge. 
During tne 1890's dozens of syndicates were born while 
dozens of others passed out of existence, eithel~ in consolida-
f .1 (30) tions or a1 ure. 
In 18g5, first of Hearst's syndicates were organized. The 
Pittsburgh Press, wanted to buy some of the features it felt 
were re sponsible for the rapid circula tion rise of the New York 
Journal. Curtis J. Mar was appointed h ead of the Hearst Syndi -
cate. It handled Finley Peter Dunne's 11 Mr. Dooley S tories". 
xi 
Dorothy Dix, Ambrose Bierce and Beatrice Fairfax were among 
(31) t hos e made famous by Hearst. Comic strips were also offered. 
In 1906, Hearst organized his International News Service. 
It moved into the features field shortly, and by 1909, it took 
over the Hearst Features Syndicate. King Features was launched 
by M. Koenigsberg, presumably as a separate synd icate, in 1914, 
but in a snort time, it merged with the other Hearst feature 
t . ( 32) en erpr1ses. 
In 1893, the New York World was the fil:'st American news-
papel:' to add a colored supplement to its Sunday edition, 
including some comic pictt~es by R.F. Outcault (later the ere-
ator of Buster Brown), showing child life in "Hogan's Alley 11 • 
It was decided to print the clothing of the leading character 
in bright yellow. In 1895, Hearst l:'aided the World staff and 
hired Out caul t and 11 The ·Kid of Hogan 1 s Alleytt. The World hired 
Geol:'ge B. Luks to continue the ttyellow Kidn on its pages. The 
war between t h e two 11Yellow Kids" and other sensational tactics 
. -
of both papers, inspired another Hew York newspaper to coin 
the phrase "yellow journalismtt. (33 ) 
It was not until 1905 that the World syndicate became a 
real business organization. It was not until 1931 tlmt the 
Wol:'ld synd icate, then a subsidiary of Scripps-Howard, merged 
with the United Features Syndicate, a department established 
( 34) 
by the United Pt>ess in 1891. 
The Newspaper Enterprise Association ( NEA ) wa s launched 
by Robert ~aine and William Colver in 1901. This syndicate 
Xii 
furnished features only to the S ci"ipps - McRae chain, later to 
(35) become Scripps - Howard. 
In 1910, the Central Press Association was established by 
v .v. IvicNitt, in Cleveland ~ 3b) At first, the syndicate fur-
nished mainly cartoons and fea tu1•es from the Cleveland News 
and the Cleveland Leader . McNitt later organized another syn-
dicate with the same name in New York~ 37 ) 
In 1907, the George Mattnew Adams Syndicate was organized 
in Chicag o. Early successes of this syndicate included getting 
William All en 1Nhite to cover the 1908 Democratic convention 
and Rex Beach to cover the Jefferies-Jolmson fight in Reno in 
1910~ 38 ) 
In 1912, Victor Lawson, publisher of the Chicag o News, 
launched the Associated Newspapers syndicate in cooperation 
with the New York Globe, the Boston Globe, the Philadelphia 
Bulletin and the Chicago Daily News . D.r. Crane, Bob Ripley, 
Edgar Guest, Thornton Burgess and ILT. Webster were among its 
starsi 39 ) 
The Philadelphia Public Ledger Syndicate was formed in 
1915 by Cyrus H. K . Curtis. More than 300 papers took its 
foreign syndication which enabled it to g ive top forei g n and 
war news during World War I. It also sold t h e usual variety of 
(40) 
features. 
The Chicago-Tribune--Daily News Syndicate was launched in 
1918 by Captain J, M, Patterson, of the Chicag o Tribune ~ 4 l) 
A new typ e of syndicate was the Science Service, Incorpo-
X iii 
rated, formed in 1921, by E.W. Scripps in Washington~42 ) 
The McNaught Syndicate was sta11 ted in 1922, by V .v. McNitt 
to succeed the Central Press Association of New York, which he 
had organized in 1920~43 ) 
McNaught featured such names as Irvin s. Cobb, o.o. Mcin-
tyre, and Will Rog ers. In 1933, the syndicate obtained the 
services of l't111 s. Franklin D. Roosevelt and began her column, 
(44) 
UIVIy DayU • -
Thus, the syndicate, begun as a device to counteract the 
loss of compositors to the army during the Civil War, has be-
come one of the outstanding journalistic techniques of our day, 
for the metropolitan papers, small city dailies and co:rnmunity 
newspapers, almost without exception, use it to some degree . 
xiv 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Primary Sources of Feature !via terial 
Secondary Sources 
The first question asked of the daily newspapers was, 
1What feature syndicate gets most of your business?" 
In sorting the answers, when one newspaper named two syn-
dicates, it was decided to give them equal weight. 
King and NEA Features, Inc., were tied in the number of 
responses w1 th eighty-one each. King, now ever, had about twice 
as many of the larger papers. 
Of the papers with over 100,000 circulation, King had 
seven and NEA had two. Of the papers with over 50,000 circula-
tion, King had five to thPee for NEA. Of those with over 25,ooq 
King bad ten to six for NEA. Only in the under 25,000 category, 
(King had 59 to NEA 1 s 70) did NEA have more subscriber news-
papers. 
One of the unusual discoveries of this study was the fact 
that AP features syndicate, which ranked third in the total 
number of rep[es--twenty--was picked as primary syndicate only 
by papers in the under 25,000 bracket. 
Other syndicates, with their replies in order of size: 
Over Over Over Under 
100,000 50,000 25,000 25,000 
United Features 3' 2 1 10 
Bell Features 3 1 2 2 
Chi.-Tribune 1 3 1 3 
Des Moines Reg.-Trib. 3 0 1 0 
McNaught 2 0 1 3 
Publishers 1 2 0 1 1 
Central Press 5 
Chi. Sun-Times 1 1 
General 1 1 
Western 2 
Herald-Tri b. 1 
1.. 
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Part two of this question was, "With what other syndicates 
do you deal ?11 Here aga in, each syndicate named by the paper was 
given equal weight. 
King, which l ed in the primary syndicate part of the 
question, also led here. King was named by sixty-nine of the 
papers as one of the syndicates they did business with. Thus, 
150 of t he 198 papers participating in the study used King 
Features. 
Nine of the papers with over 100,000 circulation (out of 
eleven covered by the study) used King. Nine of the over 
50,000 papers (out of eleven) carried King features while 
sixteen (out of eig hteen) of the papers over 25,000 also ran 
the King features. 
United features ran second in tne number of newspapers 
using its services in addition to the main syndicate's fea-
tures, with sixty-seven papers naming it. Of these sixty-seven, 
four were over the 100,000 circulation mark, six over 50,000 
and ten over 25,000. 
United Features and Bell were tied for the number of 
papers of over 25,000 circulation subscribing to their services 
each with twenty. Bell's breakdovm was three (over 100,000), 
e i ght (over 5o,uoo), and nine (over 25,000), as compared to 
United Features' breakdown in the preceding paragraph. 
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The Des Moines Register & Tribune syndicate had six sub-
scribers in the over 100,000 category. This was the high for 
the field. 
NEA, which tied for rirst in the number or papers using it 
as a primary syndicate, ranked rourteenth in the number of 
papers using it as a secondary source of features. It had nine-
teen subscribers using it in this manner--two over 100,000, two 
over 50 1 000, and five over 25,000. I I 
Bell, which had been used as a primary source of features I 
by eight or the papers, tied the McNaught Syndicate ror third 
rating in this. secondary syndicate category with sixty-one 
papers making use of its services. McNaught had been used as a 
primary syndicate by six paper~. 
Associated Press features were used by 45 papers, the 
rifth highest number in this secondary category. These 45 
papers, combined with the twenty that used AP primarily, made 
a total or 65 papers out of the 198 in the study that used AP 
features. Only eight papers of more than 25,000 circulation 
used this AP service. They broke down int.o the following 
groups: over 100,000 - one, over 50,000 - three, over 25,GGO -
four. The rest of the AP users--57 of them-- rell into the 
under 25,000 circulation bracket. 
In all, some 74 syndicates were named as additional 
sources or re~ture material by the papers answering the ques-
tionnaire. Of these 74 syndicates, only lb, slightly more than 
one out of five, were used by ten or more of the papers. These 
I 
.I 
4. 
syndicates included: 
Tota~ Over Over Over Under 
1. King 69 
100 1 000 
2 
50!000 25 1 000 25~000 6 7 
2. United Features 67 4 6 10 47 
3. Bell 61 3 8 8 41 
4. McNaught 61 4 5 9 43 
5. AP 45 1 3 4 37 
6. Chi. Trib.-N.Y. News 41 5 2 7 27 
7. Publishers' 39 2 7 5 25 
8. General 37 4 3 4 26 
9. Chi. Sun-Times 25 3 2 3 17 
10. N.Y . Herald-Trib. 23 3 5 5 10 
11. McClure 23 5 1 3 14 
12. Reg. & Trib. 22 6 7 3 6 
13. G.M. Adams 21 4 4 3 10 
14. N.E.A. 19 2 2 5 10 
15. Nat'l Nsp. Serv. 18 2 6 3 7 
16. Post-Hall 13 3 3 1 6 
Special attention should be g iven to the Des Moines 
Register & Tribune for the high proportion of large-circulation 
papers subscribing to its services:-of the four papers using 
Register & Tribune features primarily, three are in the over 
100,000 class and the other in the over 25,000 class. Of the 
22 papers using this syndicate as a secondary source of fea-
ture material, six (the highest number for any syndicate) have 
a circulation of more than 100,000. Seven (the second highest 
total) of its subscribers are in the over 50,000 class and 
three others are over the 25,000 circulation mark. 
The over-all totals for the Register and Tribune show 
that nine of the eleven papers in the over 100,000 class-
seven of the eleven in the over 50,000 class- and four of the 
eighteen in the over 25,000 bracket use this syndicate. Thus, 
of the 40 largest papers in this study, twenty are users of 
5. 
the Des Moines Register & Tribune syndicate. Thus, fifty per 
cent of the large papers in our study use this syndicate. Other 
syndicates top these figures, but they serve a much greater num 
ber of all sizes of newspapers. The Register-Tribune serves 
slightly more than one-eighth of the papers covered by this 
study, while King, for example, serves about 3/4 of the papers. 
King serves 34 of the 40 largest newspapers in the study, but 
it is six times the size (in terms of total newspapers served) 
of the Des Moines outfit. 
6. 
CHAPTER TWO 
Features Added in Last 
Six :i'vion ths 
When the 198 papers were asked, "Have you added any fea-
tures in the past six months? Which? Why?", it was found that 
114 papers answered affirmatively and showed the addition of 
204 features, broken down as follows: 
Comics 
Columns 
Women 1 s Page 
Religion 
Cartoons 
Puzzles & Cards 
General Feature 
Serials 
Sports 
79 
41 
25 
22 
16 
10 
10 
9 
8 
204 
Comics led all other types of features, with Westerns 
leading all the comics. Roy Rogers was picked up by seven 
different papers--more than added other features. Hopalong 
Cassidy was second, being picked up by four papers. 
The only other strip picking up four new papers was 
"Grandma n. Li 1 1 Abner, Rex Morgan, Tom & Jerry and Red Ryder 
were eacn picked up by three papers. 
In all, 48 comic strips were added by the papers that 
fall within the scope of this study. 
ttAbundant Living" by E. Stanley Jones and Fulton Oursler's 
colunm led the religious features in number of new papers 
acquired. Each was picked up by four newspapers. Monsignor 
Fulton J. Sheen's column and a column entitled "Bible Lessontt 
each was picked up by two papers. 
No one of the cartoons seemed to be particularly popular 
for they were picked by one paper each. The only exception to 
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this was an :. editorial cartoon, picked up by two paper·s. 
Powers' Charm Scnool was the top women's page feature, for 
it was picked up by three papers. Several other features were 
picked up by two papers, but none, apparently, enjoys the popu-
larity of the cnarm feature. 
The most successful columns seemed to be the Washington 
columns. Six papers reported they had added ttwashington Columns' 
while other columns, such as Pearson's, Alsop's and McKenzie's 
may be considered to fall within the category of Washington 
columns. 
Perhaps it is a sign of the times, but only one paper adde< 
a bridge column while four of tne 1~8 added canasta columns. It 
is highly probable that more of these papers have added canasta 
columns since the survey was made, for the game is growing in 
popularity and the demand for more information should be in-
creasing. 
On the sport front, five features were the only ones 
picKed up. Of these five, one, Little Sport, a four-panel strip 
was added by four of the papers. Two of the others were columns 
of ratings and the others were general sports columns. 
The reasons for adding new features were broken down into 
24 categories. Of tnese reasons the most widely used was 
"Reader Interest,u which was used eignteen times. Fifteen 
papers said tney had added new features to replace weaker ones, 
and fifteen had added comics to round out their comic pages. 
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Fourteen papers said they had added features because they 
"looked good 11 • Other reasons ranged from fighting the hig h cost 
of living through be i ng anti-socialist to the end of the news-
print s hortage. 
Twenty-seven newspapers said they bad added no features in 
the last six months and gave reasons for this. Nine of the 
papers claimed that they did not have enough space to justify 
the addition of more features. Six newspapers felt that they 
needed no more features--that they had all the cove!'age they 
needed. 
One paper cited the newsprint shortage as the reason for 
not adding any more features. This ha!'dly agrees with the news-
pape!' that added features because the newsprint shortage was 
over. 
The Daily Idahonian, Moscow, Idaho, has been holding out 
for tne Blondie comic strip, but is in a location where terri-
torial contracts prevent them from getting it. 
Anothe r paper, which asked anonymity, has not added any 
features because they feel that they need no more circulation 
at their advertising rates. 
11. 
CHAPT:SH THHEE 
Feature s Dropped in Last 
Six Months 
The turnover in features may be indicated by the fact 
that while the newspapers added 79 comics in the past six 
months, w:nen asKed, 11 Have you dropped any features in the last 
six months? Which? Why?", the papers reported dropping 38 comic 
strips. 
The Scorchy Smith strip was dropped by three papers and 
Suzie Q, Glamour Gals and Red Ryder were dropped by two papers. 
Red Ryder had been picked up by three papers during this inter-
val of six months. 
Other features dropped included: 
Comics 38 
Cartoons 6 
Puzzles & Cards 8 
Religion 5 
Women's Page 10 
Sports 1 
Serials 3 
General Features 2 
Coltwms 21 
Packages (2) 
94 
Thus, a total of 94 features and two package services (one 
NEA and one King) were dropped by the 198 papers in the six-
month period covered by this study. 
Of the syndicated columns dropped, only three were dropped 
by as many as two papers. These were the Othman column, 
McLemore's humor column and the National Whirligig. 
The Fall River (Mass.) Herald-News dropped Othman because 
he "lost the touch he bad when a staffer". The Elyria (Ohio) 
Chronicle-Telegram dropped him because 11we were getting three 
(columns) all more or less the same--running three killed the 
12. 
punch of all". 
The Chronicle Telegram dropped McLemore for the same 
reason they dropped Othman and the Jacksonville (Tex.) Progress 
dropped McLemore because 11 it went stale1 11 
Both the Staten Island Advance and the Long Island Star-
Journal dropped the National Whirligig and picked up Robert s. 
Allen's Washington Column. 
The reasons for dropping the various features were 
read,ir 
divided into twenty categories, chief of which was lack of / 
interest. Some 18 features were dropped because of this. Six-
teen papers dropped features because of lack of space. Seven 
more papers dropped features because they had deteriorated and 
ten dropped them because better feature coverage was available 
elsewhere. 
One feature, a marital problems column, was dropped by 
the Greensboro (N.C.) News and Record because it was 11 too 
franktt. The Fall River Herald-News dropped two cartoons, by 
Herbloc!c and by Burch, because they were "swinging too far 
left and too seldom in agreement with our policy". 
As a means of cross-checking, Lack of Space, the second 
biggest factor in dropping- features, was the main reason for 
not adding new features (see previous chapter). 
The newspapers, in the preceding chapter, had added 'l':J 
comic strips--their highest total. They have dropped 38 comic 
strips--the highest total in this instance. 
Second highest figure in the preceding chapter was 41 
13. 
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I ~ Syndicate discontinued 
Subst. similar local' 
Didn't Like 
Lack of space 
~ropped the syndicate 
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Enough of that type . 
Feature det eriorated! 
Better available 
Prefer another syndicate 
I 
fant something new 
l 
' l To improve comic ~age I . ~ 
I 
Series completed 
Too "Leftist" 
No appeal ' 
I 
Seasonal 
I 
Too "frank" 
I : 
j 
G:ost up i 
!·Cutting e.xpenses 
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' • One ewspaper dropped 
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columns added. The second highest number of features dropped 
was 21--for columns. 
The Women's section ran third in features added with 
twenty-five. It also runs third in features dropped with a 
total of ten. 
Twenty-two religious features were added for the fourth 
highest total, while on the other side, five religious features 
were dropped for the sixth highest total. 
Sixteen cartoons were added for the fifth highest total, 
while six cartoons were dropped for the fifth high total. Ten 
puzzles and card games were added, taking sixth place in the 
standings while eight were dropped for fourth place. 
Other figures were: 
General Feature 
Serials 
Sports 
Added Rank 
10 
9 
8 
7 
8 
9 
Dropped Rank 
2 
3 
1 
8 
7 
9 
Thus, it becomes apparent that the papers usually pick up 
and drop features in proportion to each other. If religious 
matter is dropped in one newspaper, another will usually pick 
it up. 
In spite of tne many who say they do not care for fea-
tures, or who say that they are a waste of time, or that they 
are replacing their features with local talent, the newspapersl 
as a whole, are picking up about two features for every one 
they drop. 
14. 
CHAPTER J!'OUR 
V'Jhich Features Attra ct I\1:ost Reader Re sponse 
~ . 
As there was no apparent way to evaluate answers to the 
question, "What feature attracts tne most letters from the 
readers?" when more tnan one feature was named, it was decided 
to g ive each answer equal weight. 
Letters from the readers have a tendency to show up most 
often when a feature is dropped, according to several papers. 
The Harlan (Ky.) Daily Enterprise, The Wilson (N.c.) Daily 
Times and the Long Island Star Journal cite this as the reason 
for many letters. The Star-Journal inadvertently dropped Steve 
Roper, a comic strip, for a day and their readers really let 
them know aoout it. 
1 This tends to prove an old axiom that those who are satis-
fied do not write letters of comment. It is the dissatisfied 
ones who most often write to the papers. 
Answers to this question included many who said they 
didn't know and many wno said they did not keep records of 
letters from the readers. This, I feel, is a mistake. Letters 
should be saved and their complaints, if any, checKed from 
time to time. 
It is quite true that one letter of protest a gainst a 
newspaper's policies or features doesn't amount to much, but 
should several readers write in about the same ·point, it be-
hooves tne editor to take steps to remedy the situation 
involved. 
The best way to keep track of these letters is, of course~ 
to file them and review tbem from time to t ime. 
15. 
A.H. Washburn, editor and publisher of the Hope (Ark.) 
Star, finds that this question gives him troubles: "Unfortun-
ately, down South they call you up on the telephone, which 
doe s n't register in print as a letter does. Now I have a radio 
tl 
station. Do they tall:{ to it? No. They write 1-p. letters1 11 
Mr. Washburn's troubles may arise from the fact that his 
paper has a comparatively small circulation (17'/l) and the 
people in Hope know him well enough to call him personally 
rather than go to the ef"fort of' writing. 
Local colwnns drew tne most letters, according to the 
answers given by the papers. 34 papers, including two each in 
the over 10o,ouu and over 50,000 and over 25,000 categories, 
said that most of their letters were in regard to the local 
columns and features of their papers. 
Pattern service drew more letters in each of' the three 
categ ories than any of the other features. Of the 29 papers 
that cited patterns as their main source of l etters, four were 
over 100,000 circulation, three over 50,000 and six over 25,000 
in circulation. 
Corn:ics, as might be expected, were in third position, 
close to the top. They fel.t rather behind the two .Leaders as to 
the number of letters received, though. Of the lb papers who 
name d comics as tne target of most of tneir letters, one had a 
circulation of more than 5o,ouo and one had a circulation above 
the 25,0u0 mark. The rest were papers in the less than 25,uOO 
category. 
16. 
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WHICH ~RES 
Patterns 
Local coluinns 
Dorot)ly Dix 
Mary Haworth 
I 
Advice to lovelorn 
Doctor Crane 
Doctor 13rady 
Eeal th colUir.ns 
Secrets of charm 
I Drew Pearson 
Fix-it-Urself 
I 
Comics 
I 
Uncle Ray's Corner 
George Sokolsky 
Let's Explore yrMind 
Parent's Problems 
Westbrook Pegler 
Josephine Lowman 
Haskins 
Desigming Woman 
F. obert Ripley 
Out Our Way 
I 
I 
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HoosieT Day 
13 other features 
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Health services may prove to be a sleeper. Should Dr. 
Crane and Dr. Brady be added to the replies that said merely 
"health", this would make a total of' 26 replies, which would 
give health features third place, behind local columns and 
patterns. Of the 26, one paper bad a circulation of over 
lOO,uUO and tnree nad circulations of over 25,uuo. 
Tne 4 owers Charm Scnool series is the highest ranking 
sing~e feature. It was the highest letter-getter of ten papers, 
including one in the over lOupoo class, one in the over 5u,uoo 
class and two in tne over 25,UU0 class. 
The next category is that of advice to the lovelorn. 
Dol"othy Dix was named by seven papers and Mary Haworth by six. 
Five papers including two in the lvu,uuo class, one of 50,000 
and two in the less than 25,000 class, named "advice to the . 
lovelorn" columns but did not specify which column they meant. 
The above-mentioned features, excepting the local coluums 
and comics, are the type that require reader participation in 
order to continue. It is un!'air to compare them to straight 
columns and features that need readership but not ~etters from 
the readers in order to survive~ 
Leader of the straight colwnns is Drew Pearson. Pearson, 
one of the most controversial columnists in the country today, 
was the biggest letter-getter for six papers, including one in 
the over 100,000 reader bracket. 
Uncle Ray's Corner was named by five papers--one over 
100,000, one over 50,000, two over 25,000 and one less than 
18. 
25,000. This is a kiddie feature and it is quite possible that 
the majority of the letters came from youngsters, but figures 
on this are not available. 
In al~ 38 features were selected by various papers as 
attracting the most letters. Local columns, at the top of the 
scale, were named by thirty-four papers, and at the other end 
of the scale were thirteen features, each picked by one paper. 
19. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
Disliked Features Used Because of Press·ure of Competition 
Of the 198 papers responding to the questionnaire, 187 
answered, "No, never, of course not, u when asked if they used 
any features they disliked because of the pressure of competi-
}i 
tion, or left the question unanswered. Eleve}f papers answered 
affirmatively: 
The Californian 
Daily Times-Advocate 
The Mirror 
Peninsula Herald 
Commercial Mail & Post 
The Times 
The Tribune 
The Republican 
The News-Review 
The Evening News 
The News Tribune 
Bakersfield, Calif. 
Escondido, Calif. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Monterey, Calif 
Columbus City, Ind. 
Hammond, Ind. 
Hastings, Neb. 
Millville, N.J. 
Roseburg, Oregon 
Port Angeles, Wash. 
Tacoma, Wash. 
28,860 
2,463 
100,394 
10,192 
3,752 
35,350 
13,835 
4,110 
6,488 
5,157 
62,462 
272,963 
·Thus, we have eleven newspapers, with a circulation of 
272,963, which admit that they use or l~ve used features they 
do not like because of the pressure of competition. 
The first two papers on the list, the Californian and the 
Daily Times-Advocate, dislike some of the radio publicity 
features they have used. The Californian has used some movie 
columns, but did not elaborate as to why they don't like these 
columns. 
The Los Angeles Mirror has a somewhat peculiar problem. 
About half of the Mirror's comic strips--bought when the paper 
was started in October, 1948--are carried in neighboring city* 
papers which compete indirectly with the Mirror. 
It was necessary for the 1Ylir 1•or, as a metropolitan paper, 
to buy these features originally, although they were already 
*North Hollywood, Santa Monica, Long Beach and Pasadena. 
20. 
appearing in a circulation area that the Mirror hopes eventu-
ally to top. According to 3. Edward Murray, Managing Editor of 
the Mirror: 
11 It has been our policy from the beginning to 
buy 'territory' on new features and we will . event-
ually buy territory on the comics run in the neigh-
borhood papers or we will drop these comics." 
The Monterey, California, Peninsula-Herald runs a cross-
word puzzle and severai comics, unnamed, which they do not 
like because of the press of competition. The Commercial Mail, 
of Columbia City, Indiana, goes one step further and says that 
they dislike most of their comics. 
The Hammond, Indiana Times complains that their crossword I 
puzzle and the "Wishing Wellu must be carl' ied despite age and 
simplicity, for if someone else were to carry them, the Times 
would be "stuck". 
The Tribune, of Hastings, Nebraska, runs Drew Pearson 
despite the fact they feel that tttoo often he uses his column 
as a whipping post~'. Reader interest, however, is so high 
(Pearson is the object of most of the mail they receive), that 
the Times continues to run him. At first, they edited his 
column, but then decided that wasn't playing fair with their 
readers, so now they run his column in its entirety and "trust 
to God and the readers to weed out the chaff from the grain". 
The Millville, N.J. Republican compiains that for years 
they would not run ublood and thunder" detective strips, but 
•. 
because so many other papers do, they finally decided to 
follow suit. 
21. 
The News Review of Roseburg, Oregon, answered affirmative-
ly, but said what they didn't like was the time element. Charle ~ 
v. Stanton, the ~ditor, complained that metropolitan newspapers I 
invade his paper's territory with pre-dated editions, while he 
is held to strict release dates. No names of papers were men-
tioned. 
Of a similar nature was thecomplaint of C.N. Webster, 
Editor of the Port Angeles, wa dl , Evening News, who said he 
doesn't like to print in his P.M. paper fea~ures which appear 
in a Seattle A. M.* paper circulated in his coverage area. 
The Tacoma News Tribune, while the only paper in its city, 
also claims to feel pressure from the Seattle papers. Before 
the Tacoma opposition folded, the News Tribune added the Dotty 
Dripple comic strip to off'set the opposition's Blondie. Now, 
in a one-paper town, the News Tribune runs both strips. 
E.N. Jacquin, Managing Editor of the Champaign, Ill., 
News-Gazette, answered the question negatively, but added: 
"Cornpeti tion always forces papers to use more 
features than they really need. One-paper town news-
papers will deny this, but it's true. Many newspapers 
buy features tney do not use, just to keep competition 
from using them. They will deny this, but it's true. 11 
In answer to this question, the Greenfield, Mass., Re-
corder Gazette wrote: 
11Since we operate as a newspaper rather than as 
an entertainment medium, we do not regard syndicate 
material as competitive." 
*seattle post-Intelligencer, eire. 177,509 
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In a similar vein, the Daily News, Midland, Michigan, 
wrote: 
nwe do not concede that features make or break 
the newspaper. They are only additions to the main 
diet of good local news and features and editorial 
comment that hold the readers." 
The Record Company, Troy, New YorK, publishers of the 
Record (A. M.) and the Times-Record (P. M.), said that if they 
didn't like a feature, they would cancel it regardless of com-
petition. As an example, they noted dropping Westbrook Pegler, 
who was being carried by a competing paper. 
The papers and the answers to this question may be broken 
down into three categories: One, those with no competition; 
two, those with competition who have used features they do not 
like because of the press of competition; three, those with 
competition who do not use features tney dislike in an effort 
to keep one step ahead of their rivals. 
A newspaper uses, or should use, features in order to 
improve the newspaper. This is the only justification for the 
use of features. If the feature is no good, which should be 
the case whenever one dislikes a specific feature, it snould 
not be used, since using it would give the opposition, or 
competition, a clean handicap. 
Every feature that is used should be used positively and 
aggressively a gainst opposition. In this connection the view-
points and personal opinions of the editor or publisher should / 
I 
use of a feature. 
never under any circumstances be the determining fact- or in the ~~ 
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The determination as to whe t her a fea t u re sh ould be used 
d come from the rea der and only the reader. If t h e reade s 
a featu re, it is a good featu re a nd should be u sed. If 
don't like it, it ·is no good and should not be u sed. They 
readers, should determine the valu e of a featu re, for t h e 
alu e sh ould have nothing to do with the editor's pe r sonal 
with the opinion of an opposition editor. 
There is one sou rce and one sou rce only for deterrnining 
reade r s' op inion s a s to the value of a fea ture and t ha t i 
newspaper's reader survey . Every newspaper should make 
in order to obtain t h is information. 
Some of the smaller newspap ers do not s eem to know h ow t 
condu ct a reader su rvey. Here is a great spot for a li t tle 
onstru ctive public r elati ons work on t h e part of t h e feature 
syndi cates. Surely, these papers would appreciate free print-
ed i n stru ctions on how t o condu ct a su rvey , sample questionn s 
d t h e establishment of a depa r t ment to which they cou l d sen 
t h eir su rvey problems for free eval uation and helpfLl 
This, a lso, mi gh t prove a wor thwhile project for a scho 
of j our nali sm, e specially if conducted in conJunction with a 
social r esea rch department. 
The n ewspap ers which h a ve no comp etition do not really 
fall into the scope of t h is question. Where th ere is no 
competition, obviou.sly, t here will be no feat Lt res t hat the 
owe rs-th at-be don't like being u sed, becau se of the pre ssu re 
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Our criticisms and suggestions can be directed only to 
those who have used features they didn't like because of com-
petition. Point one has been made above: liking or disliking a 
feature should be the prerogative of the reader, not the staff 
of the newspaper. 
Point two has also been mentioned: running a feature be-
cause the opposition does it will accomplish nothing if the 
readers don't like it. Conversely, holding a disliked or un-
popular feature to prevent the opposition from obtaining it is 
unwise. If it is not liked, and the readers are the only ones 
who should make this decision, it should be dropped. Let some-
one eise run the deadwood. 
In such cases as the previously mentioned Drew-,Pearson 
column, the correct decision nas been made, albeit not complete 
Where the editor feels that a feature as wideiy read as Drew 
Pearson is biased or being used as a whipping-post, the solu-
tion seems to be to run the feature in its entirety and inform 
the public, daily if necessary, of its shortcomings or biases 
througn intelligent use of the editorial co~umns. The syndi-
cates snould be muCh more sensitive to editorials criticising 
tneir columns than they are to a little editing,and the widely 
read columns will still be attracting the reading public. 
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CJL..\J?TER SIX 
Wi th Which of Their Columnists do the Papers Disagree? 
It has been the theory of many that Drew Pearson is the 
most controversi a l figure in American j ourna.iiSlil today. This 
question: nwith whic.ll:ll. of your sy ndica"ted columnists do you dis-
a gree?" helps prove it. 
The edi"tors and publishers who answered thi s ques"t i on 
disagreed with Pearson 2 to l more than any other columnist. 
Twenty-two papers tbat ran Pearson disagreed with him: 
The News & Observer 
Tne News Tribune 
Record & Times-Record 
The 'J:limes 
The Commercial News 
Raleigh, N.C. 
Tacoma, Wash. 
Troy, N.Y. 
Wichita Falla, Tex. 
Danville, Ill. 
and sixteen under 25,000 circulation. 
101,222 
62,462 
43,544 
36,193 
34,043 
Comments on Drew Pearson range from the News & Observer's 
"occasional. differences" through the News Tri!June 1 s ''occasion-
al.Ly with ali of them--many t :'IJ:nes with Drew Pearson" to the 
Times Record 1 s 11 very often". The Times feels that Pearson is 
"so.iiletimes unrair". 
Amoug tne papers of under ~5, uuu circulation who disagreed 
with Pearson was the DeLand (Fla.) Sun-News, wnich saia, uwe 
have only one columnist, ~ew Pearson, wno dea~s wi"th contro-
versl~l issues. Sometimes we agree--sometimes no, but we run 
him in entirety nevertheless". 
The Hawk-Eye Gazette of Burlington, Iowa, said that they 
carry Pearson, but tney frequen"tly carry editorials contrary 
to his v iewa • 
The Paducan (Ky.) Sun-Democrat grouped Pearson, Pegler 
and Winchell together ana said: "We simply do not like peep-
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hole gazers, gossip writers, radical crusaders". 
The Chelsea (Mass.) Record disagrees with Pearson because 
he is "too raw and on the verge of libel". 
The Editor of' the Santa Fe New Mexican grouped Pearson and 
Winchell together, saying, "Pearson and Wincne.ll are too cneap 
for rrry taste, but many of my customers like them". 
The LocKnaven (Pa.) Express writes: "We use only Drew 
Pearson wno is not exactly an opinion co~umnist, but we do 
often disagree with his opinions and if tne disagreement is on 
a s ign:t!'icant matter, we express our divergent views edi tori-
a.lly". 
Peter Edson was the second most disagreed-with columnist. 
Eleven of the l9e papers (all under 25,ouu circuiation) cited 
Edson as a co~umnist tney d:tsagreed with in comparison to the 
22 papers wblch disagreed with Pearson. 
The comments on Edson were quite mild. None oi' the papers 
said. any more tr.lB.n tney disagreed with Edson "often", "usually" 
"5u-5uu or "sometimes". Apparently, they did. not consider hira. 
in the same light as Pearson. 
Seven of the papers said. that they disagreed with West-
brook Pegler. Other tnau the above-mentioned instance where the 
Sun-Democrat grouped Pegler together with Winchell and Pearson, 
there were no really critical remarks made. 
Winchell was criticized by four papers. The Times and 
Record-News of Wichita, Texas, claimed that Winchell is "often 
offensive". The Cincinnati Enquirer feels that he gets off base 
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when he attempts to editorialize. The New Mexican, as quoted 
above, feels that Winchell is too cheap, and the Paducah Sun-
Democrat called him a 11 peep-hole gazer" and a gossip writer. 
Ray Tucker's National Whirligig column was found disagree-
able by four of the papers, but they gave no particular reasons 
for their not liking it. 
Three of the papers disagreed with George Sokolsky, but, 
again, no reasons were given. 
The Los Ange~es Mirror offered a different reason for 
running columns they do not agree with: 11 0ur two syndicated 
columnists are the United Features' Tom Stokes and Norman 
Thomas. Our own editorial policy is right of Tom Stokes and 
considerably more to the right of Norman Thomas. That's why 
we run them, because they express a point of view different 
from our own." 
The St. Petersburg (F'la.) Times carries David Lawrence 
for the same reasons, while the Jackson (Mich.) Citizen Patriot 
bas Lawrence for their only syndicated columnist. They often 
disagree with him. 
The Ponca City (Okla.) News doesn't agree with James 
:Marlow. Gareth Muchmore, the managing editor, put it this way: 
11About half the time James :Marlow and I don 1 t see eye to eye, 
but that doesn't mean we hold him out on that account. Not 
that he's entitled to an opinion, but our readers are.n 
Here we see what is probably the best solution for the 
problem of what to do about the columnist with whom the paper 
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disagrees. In order to inform the people fully, it is necessary 
that the press present the columnists whose views differ from 
those of the papers themselves. 
Give the peop~e the other side of the picture, too. Run 
the columnists, but use the editorial space in the paper to 
make certain that both sides of the case are presented to the 
public. It should not be the duty of the paper to present one 
side of a problem or controversy and ram it down tne throats 
of the public. Every editor knows he snould present fairly both 
sides of the problem, but many do not do so. 
I do not feel that the newspaper should edit a column to 
remove something that is contrary to its policy or beliefs. 
This is what they should try to avoid. The honest way to handle 
this is to run tne entire column and to make use of editorial 
space to present the paper's views. 
The above is applicable to the Pearson-type columnist, but 
not about columnists like Winchell. If tne newspaper feels, as 
did the papers in this study, that he is cheap, offensive, off 
base, or a peep-hole gazer and gossip, then they should! decide -~ 
if he has any constructive use. This type columnist, I feel, 
should be carried only if the paper approves of his tactics and 
dropped if the paper disagrees with him. 
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CHARTER SEVEN 
How Much i s Spent on Feature s ? 
A Boston University professor once told this writer, 11You 
can question an editor's or publisher's legitimacy, but don't 
as k him about money." 
While it is true that there wa s only one question about 
money on the questionnaire, the response was good. 116 of the 
198 newspapers answered the question, "How much do you spend 
on features ?u Several of the others said the figures were not 
available at the time they filled out the questionnaire. One 
paper said they felt the information was confidential. Most of 
the rest left the question unanswered. 
Of the eleven papers with circulations of over 100,000 who 
returned the questionnaire, two responded to this question. The 
Birmingham News and Age-Herald, circulation 207,577, said, 
ttRuns well into five fig ures annually" . The otner, tne Los 
Ang eles Mirror--100,3~4--reported that they annually spend 
$ 46,300 on features. 
From tnese two replies it is impossible to estimate witn 
any hope of accUl~acy, the amount of money the larg e newspapers 
spend on features. 
Four of the eleven newspapers in tne over 50,000 circula-
tion categ ory answered this question. They included: tne 
Peoria (Ill.) Journal, eire. 65,701, $ 25,000; the Indianapolis 
(Ind.) Times, eire. 93,055, $ 60,Uou; the Grand Rapids (Mich.) 
Press, eire. 55,774, $ 17,000; and the Greensboro (N.C.) News 
and Record, eire. 90,680, $ 35,000. 
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These four rapers spend a total of ~il37 ,uuu on features 
annually. This is an averag e of $ 34,250 p e rpaper. The four 
papers r e present 1/82 of t he papers in this over 5u,uoo circu-
lat i on category , o r slight ~y less than 5 per cent. 
Of the eighteen re t urns in the ove r 25,00u circulation 
g ro u p, e i ght ans wer e d the question. These eight newspapers 
i n clude d : the St. Pete rsb urg (Fla.) Times, e i re. 38,124, 
<ti; 6o ooo · 
'!! ' , 
$ 10,8UO; 
$ 14 ,ouu; 
$ 10 ,00U; 
<il- 13 000• 
'if' , ' 
$ 35 000· 
' ' 
t he 
the 
t h e 
the 
the 
the 
Columbus (Ga.) Le dger En quirer, eire. 38,578, 
Champaign (Ill.) News-Gazette, eire. 25,948, 
Danville (Ill.) Commercial News, eire . 34,043, 
Fall River ( Mass.) Herald- News, e i re. 38,091, 
Jackson (Mich.) Citizen-Patriot, eire. 34,124, 
Eug ene (Ore.) Re g iste r-Guard, eire. 25,866, 
$ 5,200; and the Abilene (Tex .) Re porter-News, eire. 34, 8 97, 
$8,82u . 
Th ese e i ght papers spent a total of $156,220 on fea t ures. 
Th is ave r age s out to $ 19 ,525.50 p erpaper. These eight papers 
repres e nt about 44% of t hose in this categ ory t ha t returned 
the questionnaire . The eignt r e present about l/2U of the total 
number of newspapers in t h is circulation category in the 
United States. This, also, is about 5% of the total . 
Let's r e v :L ew tne above for a moment. In the over 100,000 
circulation g roup, we have 113 papers in the U .S . Of t h ese, 
we ha ve the ,features budget for one and ltf i ve fig uresu for 
another--no more t nan 1.8%. 
In the ove r 5u,oou g roup, we ha ve 88 papers in the natio~ 
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Of tnese, four answered the question--tnus, 4.5%. 
In the over 25,000 group, we ha ve some lo4 papers in this 
country. Of tnese, eight answered t11e question . Thus, we find 
4.9% in this category. 
Now for the largets group--under 25, ovv circulation. Of 
the 158 newspapers that answered tne questionnaire, 102 dis-
closed tne amount they spent on features. The total was 
$ 3lu,e89, which averages out to ~j;3,04?.83 per newspaper. Thus, 
we find that 7.2% of tne newspapers in this category, through-
out tne country, answered. 
It is tne author's opinion that these figures are fairly 
close to the correct averages, but, of course, they are not 
g uaranteed to show what a~l the papers in the country actually 
spend for features in t ne course of a year • 
The second section of tnis question asked: 11 How much more 
or less tr..an last year?u 
Only in the under 25,00U circulation category can the 
answers be considered significant. Thirty-three of the news-
papers recorded tnat tne y spent more than last year . Two spent 
less tnis year tnan last. 
These 33 papers spent a total of $ 13,581 more t hi s year 
than they did last year . This is an average of $ 411.73 more 
for each of these 33 papers. Thus, these papers are spending 
about 13% or l/7th more for features tnan they did last year. 
The San Bruno (Cal.) Herald , eire. 204B, reported spend-
ing $~1 week~y, or some $ 572 annually for its features . This 
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is a drop of $20 weelay from last year 1 s figures--a drop of 
$1040 for the year . The Herald exp.Lains, "We depend almost 
entirely upon locally written features, using on.Ly an editorial 
cartoon regularly with other syndi cated features used only as 
fill-in matter". 
The Wa.Lsenburg (Colo.) Wor.Ld-Independent, with a circu.La-
tion of 1684, reported spending $156U this year as against 
$2184 last year. This represents a drop of $624 fro m last 
year's figures. No explanation was given . 
The author's conclusions are that the papers, with a few 
exceptions, are spending roo re for features every year • In-
cr·eases in syndicate rates wou .Ld account for some of this, but 
not a.Ll of it. Therefore, the newspapers must be adding new 
features continually, and there exists, then, a market for 
more good features. 
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CHAPTERS 8 & 9 
Effect of Adding or Dropping Features up on Circula tion 
Of tne 198 papers resp onding to the questionnaire, 182 
answere d negatively, said they had no such information, or 
left tne question unanswered. Sixteen papers answered affirma-
tively: 
Register-Pajaronian 
Frankfort Times 
Greensburg News 
Sun- Democrat 
Star & Tribune 
The Standard 
The New Mexican 
The Advance 
DaLLy Record 
Daily Times 
The News 
Daily Tidings 
The News-Review 
Press-Scimitar 
Reporter-Telegram 
The Times 
& Sun v'l/a tsonville, Calif'. 6, 431 
Frankfort, Indiana 7,094 
Greensburg, Indiana 4,529 
Paducan, Kentuc1cy 22,20G 
Minneapolis, Minn. 460,530 
Excelsior Springs, Mo. 3,001 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 8 1 988 
S taten Islan d , N.Y. 37, 52u 
St a t esvilLe, N. C. 4 ,4uO 
GreenfieLd, Ohio 3,515 
Ponca City, OkLa. 1U,68V 
Ashland, Oregon 2,325 
Roseburg, Orego n 6,4e8 
Memphis, Tennessee 125,115 
MidLand, Texas 6, 315 
Wi chita Falls, Texas 36,1V3 
740,835 
Thus, we have sixteen papers, with a circulation ot' 
740,835, wnich claim t nat the addition ot· certain features 
raise d their c i rculation not iceably. 
The Register Pajaronian & Sun gives Drew Pearson cre dit 
s for boosting its circuLa tion figures . The Greeryrurg News feeLs 
tna t Frank V'Jhi te 1 s "Hoosier Day 11 is re sp onsi ble for its 
increased circulation. Babson 1 s co HL.'illl was rated by the Frank-
fort Times as being its top reader-getter. 
FuLton OursLer' s "Greates t Story" s eries was the best 
sing ~e circuLation getter. Four papers, The Sun-Democrat, the 
Minneapolis Star-Tribune, the Sta t en Island Advance and the 
Wi chita FaLLs Time s , reporte d tnat the series attracted new 
readers. 
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In adc1ition to the new readers a t t rs.cted b y Oursi.er's 
series, the Star & Tribune claimed its ~~t en the ~vins contest, 
Ivii.LLer 1 s "Bataan 11 series and the Peach sports section all 
raised circulation noticeab~y. 
The only otner columns cited as reasons for increased 
circulation were Westbrook Pe g~er's and ~ws. Roosevelt's. Both 
appear in the Memphis Press-Scimitar. 
Comics were reco gnized by seve~a~ of t h e newspapers as 
being reader- getters. Gare tn B. l~u chmo re, managing Editor of 
tne Ponca City News stated : 11 Color comics (yes, some papers 
sti~l don't have them) are a circulation getter.tt This was alsc 
the g ist of the reply of the S.tatesville Daily Record . The 
Daily Recol"d and the News do not say whether they use these 
colored comics during the week, though. 
Six other papers said comics could be credited with rais-
ing their circulation. Of these six, four, the Standard, the 
New Mexican, the Ashland Daily Tidings and the Reporter-
Telegram answered merely 11 comics1t. The Greenfield Daily Times 
name d Blonaie as t heir reader- getter and Ohar~es v. S tanton, 
editor of the News-Review, named both Blondie and Li'l Abner . 
On the other side of the fence, four papers, in answer to 
the question : 11 Have you lost circulation which may be attri-
buted to dropping a feature? 11 answered affirmatively. They 
were : 
Daily News Lamar, Colorado 
The Tribune Has tincr s Nebraska 
m p S • •t o ' lhe ress - clml a1, liemphis, Tenn . 
Daily Jefferson County Union 
Ft . Atkinson , Wise. 
3,213 
13,835 
125,115 
4,150 
146 2l3 
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Of t .r::le se four newspapers , t11.re e a ttri b~:t ted li ght circula-
tion l osses t o t he dropping of a comic s trip. The Press -
Sc i mitar and the Tribune dropped the Red Ryder comic strip and 
suffered be cause of it . The Da i ly 1:-Jews exper•ienced sow.e loss of 
readers when i t dropped Little Abner . The ))aily Jefferson 
County Un ion dropped a co n t inue d story abo u t a y e a r and a half 
a g o due to space limita tions and as a result, lost circulation. 
fi1an y of t he other newspapers, while neither ga ining nor 
l osing circuls. t ion, had co gent observations to make. 
Alexander H. Wa s hburn, editor and publisher of t he Hope 
(Ark.) S tar, say s t hat the HEA 11 once wrote me the Hope {Ark.) 
S tar was one of the most heavi l y feature-equ i pped small-city 
papers in America . It pa i d off as a policy year s a go.u He 
cla i ms t hat their circulati on today depends on extensive staff 
solici tat i on rather t ha n on the add ition of new f eatures. 
Fred W. Speers, of the Daily Times-Advocate, said no 
feature had ra i sed h is cir cula tion noticeably and exp lained: 
"Improvement o f t h e newspaper as a whole is the t h ing that 
counts. u 
-~· Al s o in line wi tb i1r . Speer•s views are t hose o f Warren F. 
- -
Gardne .!. .... , managing editor o f the .Meriden (Conn .) Recor d , who 
answered t he question of t h e featu r e s i n creasing circula tion 
t husly: fi No, and I do ub t seriously i f man y features would. S ome 
times a f ea t ure raises a subscriber's blood pressure , but not 
our cir•cula tion. Co ns is t en t local news coverag e and local 
features are t he best circulation bui lder s , in my opinion. 11 
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Eugene Farrell, editorial as s istant to the publisher of 
the Patriot and Evening News of Har1•isburg , Pennsylvania, said 
that ne has never seen a feature that rais ed any circula tion 
no i±eably. nFea tures, '• said lVlr. Farrell, ttmus t be a rounded, 
interestine , i ns tructive, provocative, entertaining diet for 
the met.ss reader, and no one of them can do the entire job.'' 
Some of the respondents bad inte1•esting views as to 
whether dropping a feature would cause circulation to drop, 
mast of wh ich boiled down to more or less vvha t the Santa Fe· 
New :Mexi can had to say: " ••• No. Had a lot of kicks on dropping 
Al ley Oop, but no cancellations." 
Gardner Campbell'f" of the 1iVakefield ( Mass.) Daily Item said 
he dropped a strip years a go, but there was so much reader 
protest t ha t the Item renewed it. The strip died during the war 
and t he readers accepted the "verdi ctn without protest. 
The Times of I~mmond, Indiana, says they have been th~eat-
ened over the loss of co mics but the threa ts d id not material-
lZe . Others, such as the Claremont, N. H. Daily Eagle, offered 
more concrete examples: 11We dropped an eight-pa ge tabloid color 
ready- print co mic supp lement about eighteen man tns a g o (it had 
been i nserted on Saturdays ). We lost exactly eight subscribers·~ 
(or sales)--then, oi' course, we don't know how many renewals we 
missed because of it." 
*The Claremont, N.H. Dai l y Eagle , according to the question-
naire, has a circulation of over 9,000. 
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Much in the same vein was the comment of E . N. Jacquin, 
manag ing editor of tne News - Gazette , Chrunpaign, Illinois: 
"Once we c hanged all comics from NFi'~ to King, years ago. We 
received over 400 letters and phone ca~ls, but in the last 
analysis , could attribute not over 20 papers* lost after all 
the hue an d cry. 11 
The loss incurred by these two papers in changing their 
comic sections amounts to sli ghtly less than one cancellation 
to e v ery 1,000 subscribers. 
The Greenfield ( lVfas s .) Recorder - Gazette said: 11 Fifte en 
years ago, threw out five comic s~rips and some panels from 
various syndicates, switcned to cneaper AP: had no stops, 
three letters of protests; circulation gain normal for year .n 
Gareth :Muchmore, of the Ponca City News , answered: 11 No, 
although one g uy t!weatened to quit when we dropped Red Ryder . 
After Ryder had been gone two weeks , he repeated h is threat to 
quit if we ever dropped that particular feature.'! 
M:r. Jacquin, of the Champaign News - Gazette , in answer to 
the question: UHas t h e addition of any feature raised your 
circulation noticeably?" provide d an inter esting answer . He 
said , 11\i\T'.nenever you can prove some thing like this on a paper 
of our size {28,000), then you can leave the teaching pro-
fession and make about $ 35,000 a year." 
From t h e answers to these q uestions, it appears t 1~t to 
drop a feature or two is not to invite circulation disaster. 
*The News - Gazette na sa circulation of 25,948 (Ed. & Publ. 
Yearbook~ 1949.) 
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It seems that the readers will protest a newspaper dropp ing a 
feature, but they will not cancel their subscriptions nor stop 
buying the paper on the stands because of a feature. 
Thus, if the newspaper is up to pat•, the editor or pub-
lisher need not hesitate to make such changes in the feature 
content of the paper as he deems necessary. 
Also, it does not appear that adding a feature will make 
any appreciable difference in the circulation of the newspaper. 
The temporary feature, such as Fulton Oursler's "Modern Para-
bles" and "Greatest Story" will attl~act new readers in many 
cases, but these readers may drop the paper at the conclusion 
of the feature. 
Definitely t11e best policy for the paper to follow is to 
treat the fe a tures only as a portion of the pa per. The features 
of themselves, will not hold readers. This is dependent upon 
the all-around balance of the newspap er. If the rest of the 
paper is poor, the best features in t h e world will not be a 
guarantee of g ood circulation. 
The fact tba t a newspaper coul d drop a full page of 
colored comics and not suffer any important loss of circulation 
should be proof that the quality of the rest of the paper must 
be g ood enough to hold readers. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
How Women ' s Page Featur es are Selected 
Of t h e 198 qu estionnaires retu rned, 106 newspap ers an-
swered the question, "How a.re features selected for y our 
women's page?" Thirteen oth er papers sa id t hey had no 
women 's page. Th e oth e r ?9 did not answer t h e question. 
The method of selection most frequently used was consul-
tation between t h e women's editor and t he managing editor. 
Thirty-six newspapers gave t h is ·answer. Of these thirty-si x , 
four had circu lations of more t han 100,000. 
Birmingham (Ala.) News & Age Herald 
Los Angeles (Calif.) Mirror . 
Minneapolis ( Minn.) Star & Tri hune 
Cinninnati (Ohio) Enquirer 
These included: 
207,577 
100' 394 
. 460 , 530 
170,658 
Also in t h is group were six papers with circula tions of 
more t han 50,000 and ten newspapers of over 25,000 readers. 
The remaining twenty papers were · in t he under 25,000 eire-
i..<lation category. 
Twenty-two papers, t h e second highest group, an swered 
that thei r women's (or society) editor was responsible for 
the selection of fea tu_res appearing on t h e women 1 s page. 
This gro up included t h ree papers in the over 100,000 class: 
P\,·. \ aJ.e\v\..; a 
F?oviaeHee Evening Bulletin 716,451 
Providence Journal and Bulletin 182,080 
Memphis (Tern~.) Press-Scimitar 125,115 
Also in this second group were the Hammond (Ind.) Times, 
eire. 35,350 arid eighteen papers in the le ss than 25,000 
category. 
The third gro up included the newspapers who said t hey 
u sed syndicate budgets--lm.A, King or .AP. There 
s t one was t 1-· e Altoona 
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eire. 31,94~. The blirror said t nat they use tne entire NEA 
service and tnat this takes care of t he ir women's p~ge. The 
otner twenty papers in t h is group were all under 25,000 in 
circulation. 
Nine papers, all of ~ess than 25,000 circuiation, said 
that they se~ected their women's page features on the basis of 
the views of their staffs. Seven other papers saia that their 
features were se~ected by conferences of their executives. 
Tbree of these papers were over the 25,000 mark in circulation: 
Bergen Evening Record, Hackensack, N.J. 
St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times 
Wichita Falls (Texas) Times 
4~,188 
38,124 
36,193 
Nine of t n e papers of less than 25,000 circulation said 
that t h ey choose their women's page features on the basis of 
what they thought would interest the majority of their femin-
ine readers. They did not say who made the selection. 
The Portland ( Me.) Herald and Express, eire. 78,228, fell 
into tne same group . 
One of the papers, name withheld, said that theeditor's 
wife makes the decisions as to women's page features. Otner 
reasons g iven included utility of tbe feature, viewpoints of 
t h e readers, questioning the readers and cmaparing the feature~ 
with those of larger papers. 
The Santa Fe New Mexican said they select their women's 
page w itn "an eye dropper 11 • 
The Greenfield ( Mas s ~) Recorder Gazette, eire. 11,031, 
answered that its features were selected by nits (women's) 
editor, but don't ask me why a woman does anything". 
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CIIAPTER ELEVEN 
What the Papers Would Like t o r un but Cannot 
Many newspapers are unable to rQ~ certain features they 
would like to present to their readers. This is proven by the 
response to tne question, "Are tne1~e any features you'd like to 
run but cannot?" 
Some 54 features were name d b y tne papers. Counting dupli-
cations, there were 117 specific features named. It was arbi-
trarily de c ided to exclude such g eneraJ.izations as "columns," 
''good comics" and "lively featuresttbe cause of the difficulty in 
quantifying them. 
Nineteen specific columns or columnists were named by the 
newspapers as desireable , but unobtainable, under present cir-
cums t a nces. Top vote-getter in this categ ory was the contro-
versial, much disagreed-with, Drew Pearson. Although the news-
papers , by more t han a two t o one margin over his nearest 
competitor, named ~~mas tne columnist they disagreed with, 
eight of tne papers wrote that tney would like to rQ~ him but 
could not. 
The Los Angeles Mirror wrote t hat tney felt they coul.d use 
h i m, but the y gave no reason for not ge tting h i m. The Bergen 
Evening Record , of Rackensacg:, N.J., wrote t ha t they a.Lso would 
+e. .. .-;~~'r•a\1~ 
like to run hls column but tna t he wasArestr icted to tnem. 
Other papers who wanted to carry Pearson but could not include~ 
The Santa Maria (Cal.) Times 
The Sturgis (Mien.) Journal 
The Sikeston (Mo.) Standard 
The Winnemucca (Nev. ) Humboldt Star 
The Leader-Republican & Morning Herald, 
Gloversville, N.Y. 
Tl'le Devi.Ls Lake (N. D.) Daily Journal 
4,375 
6,954 
2,172 
2,516 
15,533 
3,747 
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The Sikeston Standard was unable to carry Pearson due to 
space l.imitations; the Sturgis Journal o.ff'ered no reason .for 
being unable to l'un Pearson; the Gloversvill.e paper gave no 
reason, whil.e tne Devi~s Lake Journal said they did not nave 
the spa ce for the col.umn. 
Wa~ter Lippmann's col.umn ran second to Pearson's in 
demand. Six papers said they'd like to run him but coul.d not. 
These included tne Los Angeles Mirror, the Danvil.le (Ill.) Com 
mercia~ News--eire. 34,043--, the Eugene (Ore.) Register - Guard, 
eire. 25,866--, and three papers of ~ess than 25,00U circula-
tion: the Gainsville (Ga.) Daily Tunes, tne Ponca City (Okl.a.) 
News, ana t he .Lockhaven (Pa.) Express. 
The three larger newsyapers gave no reason for not obtain 
ing tnis column which they said they would like to run. The 
smaller tnree saia th~t territoria~ restrictions and l.ack of' 
space were the reasons for their not running the Lippmann 
column. 
Only one cartoon--Jimray fffit l.o 1 s "They'll Do It Every 
Timell --was piclced by more tnan one paper as a feature they'd 
like to run . Actually, three papet•s, the Monterey (Cal.) Pen-
insul.a Herald, the Harlan (Ky.) Daily Enterprise and the 
:MiddLetown (Ohio) News -Journal--all papers of' .Less than 
25,uOO circula tion--said they wanted this cartoon. 
Tne News-Journal. was the only one of' the three to give 
the reason it was unable to run Hatl.o 1 s cartoon--space 
limitation. 
Four other cartoons--Our Boarding House , Nine to Five, Out 
Our Way, and Laugh-A-Day--were each picked by one paper as 
worth running. 
Eit;hteen comics were mentioned by the newspapers as being 
what they would like to run. Li'l Abner and Di ck Tracy were 
picked by nine papers, Blondie by seven, Joe Palooka by five, 
and J.tary Worth by three. Four others--Nancy , Steve Canyon, 
Gasoline Alley and Roy Rogers--were picked by two papers. Nine 
other comic strips were picked by one newspaper each. 
Twelve features were picked for the women's section of the 
newspaper. Only health features were asked for by two papers. 
All the features in this category were selected by the papers 
in the less than 25,000 circulation gro up. This seems to indi-
cate tba t t he larger papers find no diffi culty in obtaining 
sufficient women's features to take care of their audience. 
The only paper in the over lOO,OUU circulation group to 
feel thel~e are features it would like to run but could not, 
was the Los Ange.Les Mirror. The Iviirl~or was started in October 
1948 and, according to managing editor J. Edward Murray, most 
of the best features were already being l'Un in competing paper~ 
They were thus unavailable to the lVlirror. 
"Frankly," says Murray , 11we need top name colUL1nists--
Pearson, Lippmann, Thompson, etc. Also top name comic strips--
(Dick ) Tracy, Li'l Abner, Blondie , Joe Palooka." 
It seems apparent that the Mirror is unable to obtain the 
features it wants because of territorial rights of the older 
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papers. Such factors as space and expense do not seem to be of 
importa nce as far as tb.e selection of features. 
In the over 50,000 reader class, only two papers admit ted 
there were featrtres they wa nted but could not get. The Peoria 
(Ill.) Journal wants Walter Winchell, but the opposition paper 
is a~ready running the co~umn. There are also some unnruaed 
comic strips the Journa~ would like to run, but they can't get 
them because of territorial rights. 
The Long Island Star-Journal, circulation 71,550, wants 
severa~ comic strips including Joe Palooka and Li'l Abner, but 
because of territorial righ ts, the Star-Journal is unable to 
obtain them. 
Twenty-one papers in all reported the y couldn't obtain 
wanted features because o f territorial rights. This was the 
main reason g iven. Eight papers said they could not run wanted 
features because of lack of space. Three papers said they 
could not run the featttres they wanted because of the expense 
they were being held bacl~ because of ter1•itorial contnacts. 
Papers in the greater Boston area, for example, felt t ha t they 
had no chance of f.inding comics to compete favorably with 
t h ose of the metropolitan papers. 
In general, it seems that the papers far from the big 
cities and territorial deals find comparatively little trouble 
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in get t ing the feature s they want. Whether tn i s is due to 
g reate r fr e e dom in the selection of features or to the fact 
that t h e y have little or no big-city competition is open to 
debate. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
Influence of the Syndicate upon the Selecting Paper 
nrs your choice of features inf.Luenced by the name or 
re putation of tne s yndicate selling them?" 
Of t he 198 questionnaires, 136 said 11 no" or something to 
that effect. 
Of the remaining 62 affirmative an swers, 22 said 1•somewhat 1 
and 14 said 11yes 11 • 
C:b...arle s A. Fell, managing e ditor of tne Birming nam News an<' 
Age - Herald, answered, " ••• to tne extent tba t we be lieve some 
syndicates are smarter than others in creation and production11 • 
The Greenfie.Ld ( Mass.) Recorder-Gazette said'' ••• only by 
relative longevity; we dislike to have a feature discontinued". 
Cost apparently means quite a bit to the Wilson (N. C .) 
Da ily Times, for they said: "Only to the extent t:b..at if all are 
bought from the s ame concern, they can be budgeted''. 
The Bowling Green (Ohio) Sentinel-Tribune said me rely , "We 
have confidence in King". 
Gareth Mucr~ore, manag ing editor of the Ponca City (Okla.) 
News, wrote, "Of course. In buying any merchandise, you buy the 
reputation of the seller, a nd base your hope for the future on 
this same h ope.n 
The Ashland (Ore.) Dai.Ly Tidings said t hey were inf.Luenced 
but only to t he quality of the service as a whole. 
The editor of a paper of over 100,000 circulation, who 
aske d to remain unidentified, said: "This would be true only in 
small part. Syndicates are not the same every year, nor are 
they relatively the same. But there are s yndica t es which have 
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reputa tions for developing live, interesting features that 
people will want to read . Natural l y, a man representing such a 
syndicate, at least, has a better opportunity for presenting 
his wa:re s t han some unknown. But, mere ly buying a feature be-
ca use of tne syndicate is not very sound business, is it?" 
The above seems to be a pretty fair summary of the· problem 
for, in the last sentence, it gives the answer in a nutshell. 
Paul A. Leonard, Manager of the Ely (Nev.) Daily Times, 
answered in one cogent sen tence: "It would be if we could 
afford to consider any new ones." 
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CHAPTER THIRTE:~N 
What the Papers Want in New Features 
The newspapers were asked, 11Vfua t would you like to see in 
1 the way of new features ? 11 It was decided to l~s t their i deas in 
alpnabetical or der by states. 
Birming ham News and Ag e-Herald--More of tnose keyed to the 
news and trends of tne day. 
Doug las (Ariz.) Dispatcn--:Material specifically slanted to 
small dailies. 
Escond~d.o (Calif.) Daily Times-Advocate--A brie1·, readabJ.e 
one that will nelp people enjoy hobb ies more, that will enable 
them to understand what's going on. Life is getting too compJ.ex 
for too many people and. I believe something can be done to 
simplify its meaning s. Tnis would cover a rang e of subjects 
an d fit in the c~assification of combined interpretative and 
instructional writing. 
Hanford (Calif.) Sentinel-Journal--Pe rha ps more 11 picture 
stories u wnere the story is built around the illustration. Not 
tne ~'Believe It or Not" t ype. 
Santa Maria (Ca li f .) Times--Fresn new colwnnist of the 
Pear s on type. 
Lubock (Calif.) JournaJ.--A nationaJ. coJ.uwn without the 
political bias of Pearson, yet full of vim and life and be l ow-
tne-surface, reJ.iable reporting. 
New London (Conn.) Day--Possibly brief interpretative 
background colu...'?ln on real me aning of na tiona l and. international 
politics, e c onomic events, etc. But it would. t ake a genius to 
write i t a t tne l e v e l of tne reader. 
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Albany (Ga.) Herald--Better art work . 
ColUillbus (Ga.) Ledger-Enquirer--SpirituaL-theme COLtmm of 
no more tnan 2u0 words, not done too heavy-handed. 
Waycross (Ga.) Journal-Herald--Inspira tionaJ. biogro.pn:y . 
Cnampaig n (Ill.) News - Gazette--I like the trend in colwrms 
to be practica l, teach women how to do t h ings, advice to women 
on interior decoration--a smart out doors coLmnn for fishern~n 
and nunter, not tne oLd stuff written miles away from the scene 
in a New York office, really sharp columns on women 1 s clothes, 
better column for teens, n ot tne slusn we get today. 
Danville (Ill.) Com.rnercial News--More for children (to-
morrow's r eaders) but not in the style of today. Would like 
type of comic with historical theme on ·which they would poss-
ibly color same or be made to do work so that t hey would 
retain informat ion s upp lied. 
Moline (Ill .) Daily Dispatch--Something g eared for young -
sters, both in g r a de school and teen age; such as t h ing s to 
buil d , puzzles to solve, pictures to draw and the like . We 
mi ght eve n go for a weekly page for youngsters if enoug h hig h 
class material wer e available . 
Burlington (Iowa ) Hawk- Eye Gazette- -Cooking . 
Counci 1 Bluffs (Iowa) Nonpareil--Some g ood ttrrow to Do It" 
features, dealing with farming , homes, g ardening , hobb ies, etc. 
Marsh alltown (Iowa) Times-Republican--Aviation column 
written fro m human interest a ng le. 
Portland (Me.) Herald and Express--Fewer opinionated ones, 
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better reporting, far less e g o and back-patting, and an effort 
to stay out of the clouds and get dovm to earth among the 
people who buy and read newspapers . 
Annapolis ( Md.) Evening Capital-- Something of a relig ious 
nature though not too serious . 
Greenfield (Mass . ) Recorder-Gazette--A first - class Wash-
ington column and a first-class Boston (government) column. 
New Be dford (Mass . ) Standard-Times--A top action strip 
desig ned to sell America first . 
Big Rapids (Mich.) Pioneer--A daily relig ious column that 
would fit into our• modern society and a l so a fea·t;ure that 
would be in the nature of a travelog ue. Also would like to g et 
matted radio program service. 
Grand Rapids OUch.) Press--Better diet feature for women, 
more nbe lly la ug h 11 (sing le episode) strips. 
Jackson ( Mich.) Citizen Patriot - -Comic strip built around 
the type of people who live in modern industrial community. 
Midland (Mich.) Dai l y News--More things on home-making anc 
its problems, hobbies, hand-man stuff . Less on crusading poli -
tical issues by Uexpertsu . 
. ' 
Sturg is (Mich.) Journal--Accent on human and humorous 
such as Hal B oyle. More educational strips such as Mark Trail . 
Hastings (Neb.) Tribune --.t-~. Washington column slanted at 
creating respect for Congress, rather than tearing it down . 
Certainly there are many fine men in Cong ress who render 
yeoman service. Why not publicize them, as well as the Thomas 1, 
5 4 . 
etc.? Also, why not emphasize the affirmative side of our gov-
ernment rather than always making unfavorable comparisons? 
Santa F'e New Mexican--Daily comic strips in color. Some 
way of using the newsprint physically, such as directions 
printed on the comic page of how to fold the pag e into a dif-
ferent object each day . More cheesecake. 
Batavia , N.Y. Dai ly News --More homespun family interest, 
folksy stuff ••• less crime, less bLood and thunder cowboy strip~ 
less sex. 
Long Island Star-Journal--Honest-to-goodness business 
colux:m v1rit ten so that the fellow who knows nothing about busi 
ness could understand it; g ood exciting puzzle feature ; g ood 
short mystery thrillers; a good historical comic strip. 
Hickory, N.C., Post--Think right now there's a dearth of 
columnists wi th a liberal viewpoint. Believe a better job coul 
be done on specia]ies: gardening , home-life, building, and 
possibly, food and cooking news. 
S t atesville, N.c., Daily Record--More features from field 
of science and invention. 
Bismark, N. D., Tribune--Smart farm coluum weekly from 
Washington, where farmers' fate is blADE . 
Cincinnati Enquirer- - A daily column of general interest 
to farm readers. 
Elyria (Ohio) Chronical-Telegram--A darn g ood well-
balanced magazine page in matted form. One that would contain 
a daily short story--beauty hints--health column--household 
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hints--menus--modes and manners --perhaps a puzzle (something 
for shut-ins). Perhaps a pattern--crochet and knitting. A 
mechanics or new inventions colunm, etc., all in it. 
Mansfield (Ohio) News -Journal--A ttnewsy 11 illustrated 
feature that could be used weekly on t ne church page. Anot ~ner 
Will Rogers, of course. 
Unidentified (by request)--The one big gap in features 
today which wil l have to be solved is the invention of some 
kind of pe ncil game which will be to newspaper readers what 
crossword puzzles once were and still, in a large part , are. 
Lockhaven (Pa.) Express--We have recommended to several 
of the s yndicates and news services that they provide features 
designed to reveal European people to Americans on a human 
interest pl ane . Unable to obta in such a feature from a syndi-
cate, our e ditor spent six weeks in Eur ope this fall, writing 
it for the Expr es s in the shape of t hirty two-column ins tall-
ments . 
Palestine (Tex.) Herald-Press--Terse family interest 
colUI!'lns aimed at: 1. parents, 2. t ·een-agers, 3. young children. 
Ft . Atkinson (Wise.) Daily Jefferson County Union--A g ood 
teen-age colwnn. A real farm column written by some one who 
knows far ming, understands farmers. 
Mamaroneck, N. Y., Daily Times --A cowboy column for chil-
dren or a really g ood western co mic. 
!·n:iddle town (Ohio) News-Journal--Either panel or brief 
daily coluiTLYl directed especially to men and women 11 sunset 
bound . u 
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Well, they say g reat minds run in similar channels, so 
perhaps that's why William H. Heatn, editor of the Haverhill 
( Mass.) Gazette, said, 11 If I had an idea for a new feature, 
I'd be peddling it instead of reporting it to you . 11 
The Record-Herald of Wausau, Wisconsin, followed the same 
line by say ing , 11 If I had an idea, I 1 d be trying to sell it." 
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mL~TER FOURTEEN 
Additional Comments by the Papers 
This actually was not a question. The questionnaire said: 
"We would be grateful for anything further you would care to 
say regarding this field.'' 
The co~~ents are set forth here in tne form of direct 
quotations . 
Alex. H. Wasnburn, Editor and Publisher, the Hope (Ark.) 
Star--I've been in the business thirty consecutive years. The 
last fifteen years I've been trying to get rid of that space-
eater, the crossword puzzle. I've killed it half a dozen 
times--the last time, forcing it to stay dead for about six 
years. But, I've just surrendered to it, irrevocably. We are 
no more stereotyped than the people make us be. But, I believe 
this astonislung fact, that a puzzle is worth more than several 
highly-touted comic strips, is worth notice. It discloses a 
certain mental activity that the public has been faithful to 
all the yea:rs I have worked for, or published, newspapers. 
Monterey (Cal.) Peninsula Herald--The reliance of news-
papers on canned material, though necessary for competitive 
reasons, is one of the worst faults of American newspapers 
today. 
Santa Maria (Cal.) Times-- I do not believe syndicates 
should sell large territories to one publication, thereby 
denying t h em to snmller newspapers. 
Lubock (Cal.) Journal--Features, in my opinion, are in 
the last analysis ndressing" for the paper to attract indivi-
dual groups, some of them rather small, as readers. 
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They add humor on occasion, and special comment or obser-
vations. But they can in no way supplant or compete with 
vig orous edltorial and below-the-surface local news-writing. 
Too many publishers are spending money for features that would 
do a bet t er job spent on local news coverag e, or local human 
interest stories. 
Durango (Col.) Herald-Democrat--The country would be I 
better off if such know-it-all columnists were dropped entire- ,, 
ly. The fact that a man has made a reputation peeking through 
a keyhole into someone's private life does not make him an 
authority on world affairs. 
George E. Clapp, ~funaging Editor, the New London Day--It 
is obvious tbat a vast supply of features, g ood, bad and in-
different, is available to newspapers in this country. In some 
cities where hot competition exists in the newspaper field, on~ 
paper may be h and icappe d in its selections. In sma~ler cities, 
more remote from large fields, the choice is limited on~y on 
price and quantity. 
Sylvan Meyer, ~~naging Editor, the Gainsvllle (Ga.) Daily 
Times-- ••• an alternating service for small papers, offering 
two or tnree writers so that when one is stale, or having an 
off- day, 'Ne can use another, meaning always have fresh and 
bright copy. Without costly surveys, reader reaction is most 
difficult to analyse. 1He g o by guess, what we like, what we 
hear, the few letters we get. On (the) reader's part, feature 
is (a) matter of strong habit, slow to deve~op, difficult to 
Waycross (Ga.) Journal-Herald--We think tnis fie.Ld renders 
a big service and satisfies a great demand and affords papers 
writers of a higher type and wider knowledge than they would 
be ab .Le to secure on a full-time salary bas is. 
Moscow {Idaho) Dail y Idahonian--We feel that any newspaper 
should be given the opportunity of buying any feature without 
some metropolitan paper blocking it. 
E.N. Jacquin, Managing Editor, the News -Gazette, Champaigr 
Ill.--The syndicates sinfully waste thousands of do.Llars in 
mailing fancy illustrations and sales ta.Lks that seldom sell a 
thing --at least, tnat's my viewpoint. Syndicate salesmen can 
sell us sometning if they are wel l inforned about everything 
on the market, not just tneir own lines. Syndicate salesmen 
shou.Ld send us advance notice when they are coming so we can 
clear the dec1cs for tnem, review our own material and see what 
we might need • .A salesman barges in on you , perhaps at your 
busiest time, and you can't g ive him a hearing . You are not 
prepared. A smart sa.Lesman should study your features before 
bounding in on you . Vi/ ith a few exceptions, this field is being 
murdered. 
Danville (Ill.) Comr .. 'lercial News --Tne question of features, 
good and bad, is a tough one for editors. Just who can decide 
which is g ood and wnich is bad? Only way to find out is to dro 
and see what the reaction amounts to. Each salesman bas his 
fi gures to prove h:ts product i s t ops in "recent" suryeys. Un-
fortunately, eacn editor's personal viewpoint influences his 
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seLection. A real, worthwhiLe yardstick on features wouLd be a 
Godsend, but, I confess, I don't know how sucl'l could be com-
p iled. 
Lynn Callaway, Associate Editor, the l'lloline (Ill . ) Daily 
Dispatcn--One criticism of most columnists is that they are too 
long-winded. Readership surveys reveal that long stories and 
columns d o not rate a s high as shorter articles. Pictures and 
diag rams a dd effectiveness to features. 
Bedford (Ind.) Times-Mail--There seems to be an epidemic 
of 11 advice 11 columns such as Dr. Crane, Papinoe. What is the 
g eneral opinion of them? I would like to see the result, par-
ticularly on this type of feature, which is tne only one I 
would consider adding . 
Brazil (Ind .) Daily Times--There is so much standardiza-
tion of newspapers by syndicated featul'es tba t they mostly ail 
look alike and read a..Like. Home-made orig inal features wouLd 
improve mo st newspapers. 
Merritt W. Sills, Editol", tne Wabash (Ind.) Plain DeaLer 
& Times Star--This newspaper considers all local news of first 
importance. We have a local sports column, local society column 
and a general local column. The big name writers appear in the 
metropolitan papers circulated here. 
Earl Hall, the Mason City (Iowa) Globe-Gazette--We feel 
quite strong ly tlllit too many newspapers have abdicated to the 
opinion colUDnists. Balancing one against the other totals up 
to zero--and confusion for the poor reader. 
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Io~a (Kansas) Register--In a sma~l dai~y paper like ours, 
4,000circulation, eight-page average, we have room for few 
regular features besides comic strips, an editorial cartoon, a 
few hu..'11or panels like Out Our Way, an9,, of course, news pic-
tures. It is our observation that balance in quantity and type 
of features is the main essential . Few comics are 11better" thar 
others. People like what they get used to. We make few chang es 
in this fie~d. 
John w. Berkevi~e, the Wellington (Kansas) Daily News--I 
think many of our columnists are the curse of our day and age. 
I would include Wincnell, Pearson, Pegler, Fulton Lewis, Jr. 
They are irresponsio~e, ba ve little regard for sticking to the 
facts, yet millions of readers devour every word they print and 
addept it as gospe~ . Too bad Rayraond Clapper lost his life--
and Ernie Pyle. They were honest, their style homespun. Tney 
had tremendous appeal. Why do the good ones have to die--tne 
stinkers tnrive?? 
Martha P. Comer, Editor, the Maysville (Ky.) Daily Inde-
pendent--It will neve r be fully developed at small-town level, 
since sma.i.l c~ty dailies, to justlfy their existence, sell 
themse.Lves on 11 local 11 news and not on features which are avail-
able at metropolj_tan level more abundant~J¥ than we cou.Ld ever 
use; nence, very wise.Ly, we s.Lant our news accordingly . 
Port~and ( Me.) Hera..Ld & Express --Features are probab.i.y 
over-rated (syndicated ones, we mean ) as circulation-pul~ers. 
They nave some strength, to be sure, but we 1 ve a suspicion tne 
1.. 
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syndicates tnemsel ves nave bull t the legends about their stu-
pendous power. Papers have overloaded themselves with ~~em wher 
much of the~ace could ~~ve been spent to better advantage on 
local n ews and local features and colu...l!tDs. Syndicated column-
·~ 
ists are c&rrying their personal opinions and a ttac1cs on per-
/ 
sona~ities much too far. 
Bever.Ly (Mass.) Even1.ng Times--A full. cou1ic page assures 
a steady c irocula tion every day of tne we ek . 
FalJ. Rivero (Mass .) Eerald-News--Always open for entertain-
ing features and less propag anda and interopreting . They have 
become a pain. Let students obse~ve McLenore and Robb types of 
writing and don't take Thompson as model--Arthur Kroch is tops 
in news analysts for poise. Hal Boyle is g oing well. There 
always wil.L be a place for one who can produce something akin 
to Topics of Times. Tell classes to avoid pontificating. It 
be comes boresome as hell. 
Wi lliam H. Heath, Editor, Haverhill (Mass .) Gazette--I db 
not see t hat these ques tions explore the policy underlying 
seJ.ection of features. I think you should bear in mind that 
t he feature problem in non-competitive cities, like mine, is 
different from the problem in co mpetitive cities. 
George L. Geiger , Manag ing Editor, New Bedford (Mass.) 
Standard-Times--Too much tendency for one syndicate to ape 
another when a new strip is uncovered; also foro a syndicate to 
bring out a companion strip or feature, using the same formula 
as the one that has pr·oved popular; i.e., 1furoy Worth, followed 
by Steve Roper, then Rex Morgan, M.D. 
Big Rapids (Mich.) Pioneer - -Features are easy to add but 
are difficult to dispense with . We run a crossword feature that 
interests on.Ly a few--but how interested t hey are 1 
where. We al~e contemplating cancelling David I..awrence whom we 
have used for many years . 
Menominee OUch.) Herald- Leader-- We think the trend to 
features, away from local reporting is a weakness of u.s . 
journalism. 
Midland (Mich.) Daily News - -Too many editors think syndi- I 
ca ted features are the v.ih.ole p3.per and are too lazy to work hard 
to develop their own stuff . We have local series on people, 
hobbies, g overnmental of f ices, farmers,. etc., that create more 
readership tha n a barrel of syndicated stuff , 
s turg is (Mich . ) Journa 1--The syndicates offer about every-
thing an editor can want in making his paper interesting . The 
probl em is to operate within a budg et . Readership surveys show 
features, and comics in particular, draw the most attention . 
This should insp ire editorial staffs to g reater efforts in 
or der to d raw ihterest to the guts of a ll papers - -news . 
Mexico (Mo.) Ledg er--I believe comics terribly important--
local features only thing as g ood . 
Fred A . Seaton, Pub lisher , the Hastings (Neb.) Tribune- - A 
Was h ington column slante d at creating respect for Congress, 
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rather than tearing it down. Emphasize affirmative side of our 
g overnment rather than always making unfavorable comparisons. 
I realize such a column would not have the drawing power of the 
more sensational ones, but I'll bet a couple of bucks I' m not 
the only publisher who would buy it, promote it, and print it. 
There isn't any question of the value of fact-finding, soul-
searching and spotlighting boners and shenanigans, but I think 
we're in serious danger of c reating a dangerous degree of lack 
of respect for our law-makers and administrators. What more do 
t h e Commies want f'or a white 
R .W. Newell, Manag ing Editor, the Keene (N.H.) Sentinel--
I have revamped our features on the bas is of a readership sur-
vey which indicates which type of featL~es are read most by our 
readers. 
Berg en Evening Record, Hackensaclc, N .J., --The succes s of 
our newspaper, hard by New York City, depends on complete and 
accurate coverage in the local field . Features are incidental, 
but we try to give our readers the best available. 
Ben Leuchter, the Vineland ( N.J.) Times Journal--We would 
like to see srm.ll da ily newspapers g iven th.e opp ol..,tuni ty to 
purchase good features that are monopolized by the larg e city 
dailie s. our daily A . B.C. circulation is 90% hi gher than the 
combined total of all Uout-of-towntt dailies. Vineland Times 
Journal--10,244 A . B. C. The Philadelphia Enquirer, Bulletin and 
Ne ws; the New York Times , Herald Tribune, Daily News; Atlantic 
Cit y Press and Camden Courier--total of about 6,500 daily . 
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Santa Fe ~ew Mexican--Our editorials rated men 67%, women 
49<J1 d 54of 45°1 • t P k d l . /o , an men /b , women t' ' ln a recen survey. earson ran e .
men 31% and women 25%. Winchell rate d men 241b and women 29%. 
In g eneral, our loca l stuff pulled way ahead of the canned. The 
only features I have real conf idence in are the strips and 
panels, and most of these could be improved a whale of a lot. 
Batavia (N. Y.) Dai ly New s--There seems to be too much i mi- 'l 
tation, too muc h sameness in current features. If a strip, a 
panel, etc., nits the~pular fancy, a half-dozen imitations 
p op up. We need something new, different, unique in the way of 
features. 
Troy, (N. Y.) Record and Times-Record--Features are ove r -
emphasized. Vve have to ba ve them, but I doubt if the selection 
is much of an influence on circulation. People quickly get used 
to wha t their newspaper offers and do not chane e to a rival for 
features--exce pt perhaps in a very big city. 
Daily Times (Wilson, N.C. )--I' m sorry, for one, that fea-
tures ever made their appearance. If we ' ci take our mas the ads 
off, people woul dn 't know where a paper came from. Thus, they 'v 
lost tneir ind ividuality . ColUYJllists, however , are the things 
that I rnos t abhor. We own the papers and, t herefore , we make 
the columnists. But , the columnists grow much g reater tnan we . 
It isn't that I' m jea lous; but do they really supply anything 
that 's worthwhile? 
Athens (Ohio) Me sseng er--A certain amount of syndicated 
stuff is preferable to going without when a pape1• is not big 
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enough to hire special writers, but we think.: 11 columniststt in 
particular, are g reatly over-rated as to readability, and over-
boug ht by p ublishe rs. 
Elyria (Ohio) Chronicle-Telegram--We believe that the 
smaller pape rs that b...a ve most material matted would a ppreciate 
better mats. Especially half-tone work . 
E llwood City (Pa.) Ledger--Would like to see feature mono -
poly of selling features in budget for·m, all or nothing, also 
restricting territory, broken up. That's a monopoly if the AP 
is. 
Palestine (Texas) Herald-Press --Think many newspapers havE 
given away their editorial leadership to sensation-d i gging col•. 
umnists. Op inions e xpressed by columnists, despite editorial 
denials, are taken by most readers as opinions of the news-
paper. In our opinion, syndicate d columns merely a dd to the 
stereotyped pa tt e rn that newspapers should se ek to avoid. 
Provo (Utah) Da ily Herald--Biggest headache in the featurE . 
field is t h e influence exerte d by la:r: ge r• papers who freeze out 
the sma~l ones, monopolize the cream of the field. 
Cen tra lia (Wash.) Dai ly Chronicle--The selling of larg e 
territories to metropolitan papers, resulting in closing up 
territories in smaller daily fields, came up for considerable 
criticism at the annual mee ting of Allied Daily Newspapers of 
\IIJashing ton held ••• in Seattle. 
Unidentified (by request)--Majority of features are for 
first release in morning papers; we ar•e an afternoon p ublica-
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tion and don't wi sh either to repeat something already reach-
ing many of our readers, or on which we mig ht be beaten in 
time, after we developed reader interest in it ••• We would likE 
to see features for first release to afternoon dailies--a grow-
ing majority of the nation's dailies. 
(The above opinions of · the editors and publishers of the 
papers are presented as quotes re gardless of the fact that no 
quotation mar·ks are used for eac h paper.) 
C 0 N C L U S I 0 N S 
I. Of the seventy-four feature synd icates that the papers 
cover·ed in this study ind ica ted they use for sources of fea-
ture material, King Features Syndicate is the most widely 
used. 150 out of the 198 papers in the study indicated that 
they used King . The Des Moines Register Tribune Syndicate, in 
proportion to the total number of newspapers it serves, 
serves more of the larger newspapers than any of the other 
syndicates covered by the study . 
II . Comic strips were added by the papers almost two to one 
more than any other type of feature. Main reasons for adding 
features were : 11 looked g ood , high reader interest, to replace 
weaker ones, t o round out the comics 11 • Main · reasons for not 
adding features were: 11 not enough space, no more needed, too 
much expense'~ 
III . Papers add and drop features in proportion to each other 
If religious matter is dropped in one paper, another will 
usually pick it up. In spite of the fact that many say they 
do not care for features, or \"lho say they a .r e a waste of ti 
or t hat they are replacing their features with local talent, 
the newspapers as a whole are picking up about two features 
for every one tl:1at they drop. 
IV . This chapter tends to pr ove that those wbo are satisfied 
do not write letters of cormnent . It is the dissatisfied who 
most often write to the papers. Lo cal columns draw the most 
letters from the readers . Drew .Pears on draws mot•e l etters 
from the readers than any syndicated columnist . 
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v. Less than 1/lOth of the papers adr~tted using features 
they disliked because of the pressure of co mpe tition. The 
readers, not the editors, should be the ones to like or dis-
like a feature. Running a feature because of competi tion can 
accomplish nothing if the readers do not like it. A lit t le 
guidance, on the part of a feature syndicate, in regard to 
conducting small-paper surveys would be a good public rela-
tions pr oject for the syndicate. 
VI.. Drew Pearson by a marg in of t wo to one is the most dis-
a g reed with columnist in the opinion of the newspapers. The 
newspaper should not edit a column to remove something it dis 
agrees with. If the column is to be printed at all, it should 
be printed in its entirety. Intellig ent use of the paper's 
editorial space to present the views of the paper should be 
made. 
VII. With a few exceptions, the papers are spending more 
money every year on features. Increas es in rates may account 
for some of this, but not all of it. Therefore, the news-
papers must be . ad ding new featur es continually, and there 
exists, then, a market for more g ood features. 
VIII. & IX. Of the 198 newspapers covered by this study, on 
sixteen said that they had experienced any noticeable circu-
lation increase because of addil~ features. At the other end 
of the scale, only four papers reported that they had lost 
circulation tbat could be attributed to dropping a feature. 
X. On the majority of the papers, features are selected by 
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the women's editor in consultation with the managing editor. 
The next larg est group said that t he women's editor was respon· 
sible, but this probably means the same thing. 
XI. Pearson was the columnist that the most papers said they 
would run if they could. The main reason for not running the 
desired features seems to be territorial agreements. The next 
most popular reason was that the paper lacked the space to run 
more features. In three cases, the papers reported the featt~eE 
too expensive. 
XII. About one-fifth of the papers admitted that tne name of 
the feature syndicate influences their purchases. Buying a 
feature b ecause of the syndica t e, though, is not very sound 
business. 
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APPENDI X I 
Th e 198 Newspapers in the Stu dy , a nd t heir 
Circulation Fi gure s 
Location 
Birming ham, Ala. 
Doug l a s, Ar izona 
Camden, J.\: r k . 
Faye tteville, Ark . 
Hope, Ark . 
Hot Spring s , Ark. 
Bakersfield, Cal. 
Esc ondida, Cal . 
Gr a ss Valley , Ca l. 
Hanford, Ca l. 
Hollywood , Cal. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Monte rey, Cal. 
Pomona, Cal. 
San Bruno, Ca l. 
santa Maria, Cal. 
Turlock , Cal. 
~&tsonvi lle , Cal. 
Canyon City, Col . 
Durango, Col. 
La Junta, Col . 
Lamar , Col. 
1.'\Jalsenberg , Col. 
Har tford , Conn . , 
Pape r 
Age Hera l d & New s 
Dis patc h 
Ne ws 
Northwes t Arkan sas Times 
Star 
S~ntine l Re cord & New Er a 
Ca lifornian 
Time s-Advocate 
Union 
Journal & Sent i nel 
Citizen-News 
:Mirr·or 
Peninsula Hera ld 
Progress-Bulletin 
He r·ald 
Times 
Journa l 
Re gister- Pajaronian & Sun 
Re cord 
Herald-Democrat 
Tribune-Democrat 
News 
World-Independent 
Cour an t 
~HH~ Publisher's F'igures 
I. 
Circu lation 
207 ,5 77 
3 ,174 
5,126 
8,370 
3,911 
13,335 
28 , 860 
2,463 
3 , 849 
6,317 
38 ,241 
100,394 
10,192 
12,625 
2 , 048 
4,375 
4,319 
6,431 
3 ,736 
3,518 
3 ,562 
3,213 
~~~~ ·n· 1,684 
61 , 151 
Meriden, Conn . 
New London, Conn. 
Waterbury, Conn. 
Winsted, Conn. 
DeLand, Fla . 
F t. Lauderdale, F la . 
St . Petersburg, F la. 
.Albany, Ga. 
Columbus, Ga . 
Gainesv ille, Ga . 
Wa ycross, Ga. 
Moscow, Idaho 
Champaign, Ill. 
r; anvi lle, Ill. 
Moline, Ill. 
11/Iari on, Ill . 
Pekin, Ill. 
Peoria, Ill. 
Anderson , Ind. 
Bedford, Ind. 
Brazil, Ind . 
Columbus City, Ind. 
Decatur, Ind. 
Frankfort, Ind. 
Greensburg , Ind. 
Record 
Day 
Re publican & American 
Citi zen 
Sun News 
News 
Times 
Herald 
Enquirer & Ledger 
Times 
Journal-Herald 
Idahoni an 
News- Gaze tte 
Commercial-News 
Daily Dispatch 
Republican 
Times 
Journal 
Dai ly Bulletin 
Times-Mail 
Daily Times 
Commercial Ma il & Post 
Democrat 
Times 
News 
14,548 
19,995 
55,844 
3,013 
3,842 
11,943 
38,124 
12,205 
38,578 
4 ,293 
7,821 
4,410 
25,948 
34,043 
24 , 803 
3 ,958 
12,766 
65,701 
20, 821 
8,151 
5,614 
3,752 
4,180 
7, 094 
4,529 
II. 
Hammond , Ind . 
Hartford City, Ind. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Mar tinsville, Ind. 
Wabash, Ind. 
purlington, Io wa 
Carroll, Iowa 
Centerv ille, Iowa 
Counc il Bluffs, Iowa 
Esterville, Iowa 
Marshalltown , Iowa 
Mason Ci ty, Iowa 
Shenandoah, Iowa 
Ft. Sc ott, Kan . 
Independence, Kan. 
Iola, Kan . 
Kansas City, Fan. 
Leavenworth, Kan . 
Welling ton, Kan . 
Harian, Kentucky 
Maysville, Ky . 
Paducah, · Ky . 
New Iberia, La. 
Port land, Yie. 
Anapolis, Md. 
Times 
Ne1JI.IS-Tlmes 
Times 
Daily Re porter 
Plain Dea ler &. Times-Star 
Ha1Nk-Eye . Gazette 
Herald 
Daily Iowe gian & Citizen 
Nonpareil 
Dai ly News 
'l' ime s-Re publ ican 
G-lobe-Gaze tte 
Even i ng Sentinel 
Tribune 
Daily Reporter 
Regi ster 
Kansan 
Times 
New s 
Daily Enterprise 
Daily Inde pendent 
Sun-Democrat 
Da ily Iberian 
Herald & Express 
E vening Capital 
35,350 
3,678 
93,055 
3,662 
7,140 
20,200 
4,524 
5,777 
17,769 
3,138 
12,163 
22,216 
4,128 
6,012 
5,143 
4,238 
28,555 
7,966 
3,293 
5,683 
4 , 953 
22,202 
2,546 
18 ,228 
5,095 
III. 
IV. 
Attleboro, Mass . Sun 8 ,634 
Beverly, )£ass . E vening Times 6,617 
Chelsea , Mass. Record 5,188 
Clinton, Mass . Item 3,320 
Fall River, Mass . Herald-Ne ws 39,091 
Framing ham, Mass . News 10 , 287 
Greenfield, Mass . Recorder-Gazette 11,031 
Haverhill, Mass. . Gazette 17,597 
Medford, Mas s. Dai ly Mercury **** 5,162 
New Bedford , Mass . Stand ard-Times 55,194 
Newburyport, Mass . Ne wburyport Daily News 5 , 865 
Salem, j\~ass . Salem E vening News 20,636 
Wakefield, Mass . Wakefield Daily Item 4 , 711 
Bi g Rapi ds , Mich . Big Ra p ids Pioneer 3 ,488 
Grand Rapids , Mich. Press 55 , 774 
Jackson, Mich. Jackson Citizen- Patr iot 34,124 
Menominee, Mich. Herald-Leader 4,933 
Midland , Mich. Da i ly News 6,728 
Sturg is, Mich . Journal 6, 954: 
Aus tin, Minn . Daily He rald 10,576 
Minneapolis, Mipn. Star & Tribune 460,530 
Greenwood, Miss. C onrrwn we alth 2,900 
Greenw0od, J'.1i s s. Morning S tar 3,917 
Grenada, Miss. · sentinel-Star ~:~::- 1~ 500 
Excelsior Spring s, Mo . The Standard 3, 001 
*** 
lf.exico, Mo . 
Sikeston, Mo. 
Bozeman , Mon t. 
Beatrice , Neb . 
H a s t i ng s , Neb • 
Norfolk, Neb. 
Scottsbluff, Neb . 
Ely , Nev . 
Winnemocca , Ne v. 
Cl aremont , N. H . 
Keene , N. H. 
Ha cken sack, N. J. 
Millville , N. J. 
Morristown, N. J. 
Vine l and , N . J. 
Las cruces, N. M. 
Santa Fe, N. f·.'I . 
Auburn , N. Y. 
Batari a , N. Y. 
Geneva, 1'11 . Y. 
Mexico Ledger 
Daily Sikeston S tandard 
Chronicle 
Time s 
The Tribune 
Da ily News 
Star- Herald 
E l y Da ily Ti mes 
Rumbold t Star 
Dai l y E a g le 
Sen tinel 
Bergen Eve . Re cord 
Millville Republican 
Daily Record 
Times-Jou r na l 
Sun News 
The New JvTexican 
Citizen-Advertiser 
Dai l y News 
Dai ly T imes 
Gloversville, N. y . He rald & Leader-Republic an 
Long Island City N. Y.Long I s land Star-Journa l 
Newbur gh, N. Y. Be a con-New s 
One i da , N. y . Daily Di spatch 
Staten Island , ~~ . Y. staten Island Advance 
4 , 25 1 
2,172 
3 , 908 
6 , 8 79 
13,835 
9,300 
12,206 
1,890 
2 ,516 
9 , 000 
5,414 
41,188 
4,110 
8 , 631 
9,542 
3,165 
8 ,988 
9,631 
11, 437 
7,68 1 
15,533 
71,550 
18 ,177 
5,089 
37,520 
v. 
Schenectady, N. Y. 
Troy, l\T. Y. 
Ahoshire, N. C. 
Greensboro, N. C. 
Hickory , N. C. 
Lumberton, N. c. 
Raleigh, N . c. 
Rocky Mount, N· C. 
salisbury, ;\J . c . 
Satesville, N. c. 
VIIi l son, :t'i . C. 
Bismark, ~~. D. 
Devils Lake, N. D. 
·Athens, Ohio 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
E lyria, Ohio 
Find lay, Ohio 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Greenf i eld, Ohi o 
11. ansfie ld, Ohio 
Mechanicsburg , Ohio 
Portsmouth, Ohio 
Tiffin , Ohio 
Norman, Ohio 
Gazette 
Record & Times-Record 
Daily Roanoke 
J'iews & Record 
Daily Record 
Robesonia 
News & Observer 
Evening Telegram 
· Pos 
Statesville Daily Record 
Daily Times 
Tribune 
Daily Journal 
Me ssene;e r 
Sentinel-Tribune 
Ci ncinnati Enquirer 
Chronicle-Tele gr am 
Republican-Courier 
Tribune 
Daily Times 
News-Journal 
Daily Tele gram 
Times 
Ad vertise r -Tribune 
Transcript 
33,689 
43,544 
2,715 
90,680 
14,548 
6,022 
· 101,222 
9,012 
15,990 
4,400 
6,637 
11,292 
3,757 
18,778 
5,526 
190,658 
15, 874 
17,578 
4,879 
3,515 
' 25,610 
1,750 
24,517 
9,714 
6,055 
VI. 
Oklahoma City , Okla . Daily Ok l ahoman & City Time s 232,657 
Ponca City, Okla . News 10, 689 
Sayre , Ok l a . Head li g ht- J ou r na l 3 , 083 
Albany, Ore . Democrat-Herald 6 , 868 
Ash l and, Ore . Dai l y Tiding s 2 , 325 
Baker , Ore . De mocrat-Herald 3 , 266 
Eugene , Oroe . Register- Guard 25 , 866 
Oregon City. Ore . 
Rosebur2: , Ore . 
Sale m, Ore. 
Altoona, Pa . 
C le arfie ld, Pa . 
Ellwood City, Pa . 
Harrisburg , Pa . 
Lebanon ~ Pa . 
Lockhaven , Pa . 
Phi lade l phia , Pa . 
Providence, R. I . 
Charleston, S . c. 
Florence, S . C. 
Memphis , Tenn . 
Oak Ri d ge, Tenn . 
Abe lene , Tex . 
En t erprise 4 , 345 
News- Review 6 , 488 
Statesman 13 , 910 
Mirror 3 1, 949 
Progress 9,829 
Ci ty Ledger 4,421 
Patri ot & Evening New s 113,482 
News- Times 18,835 
Express 6,501 
Eveni ng Bul l etin 716 , 45 1 
Prov i dence Jou r nal & Evening 182 , 08 0 
Bu l letin 
New s 
Morni ng News 
Press- Scimitar 
Oak Ridger 
Repor t er-News 
68,800 
7 , 549 
125 ,115 
** 8 , 40 1 
34 , 697 
Baytown, Tex . Sun 7 , 376 
** Editor & Publish er , 1950 (New Paper) 
VII . 
Jacksonville, Tex. 
Lufkin, 'rex . 
Midland, Tex. 
Palestine, Tex. 
Wichita Falls, Tex . 
Provo, Utah 
Bur ling ton, V t. 
Harrisburg, Va . 
Centralia, Wash . 
E llensburg, Nash . 
I 
Ev e rett, 1.'\Tash . 
Prog ress 
Daily New s 
Reporter-Tele gram 
Herald-Press 
Times & Record-News 
Da.ily Herald 
Free Press 
Daily News - Record 
Daily Chronicle 
Daily Record 
Daily Herald 
7,376 
6,792 
6,315 
7,238 
36,193 
10,363 
24 , 96 8 
11,402 
4,477 
23 , 605 
Longview-Kelso, Wash . News 15,527 
Port Angeles, Wash . Evening News 5,157 
Tacoma, Wash. News Tribune 62,462 
Graf ton, w. Va . Sentinel 3 ,741 
F t. Atkinson, Wis . Jefferson County Union 4 , 150 
Kenosha, Wi.s . New s 18,476 
Mi l'.11aukee, V\li s. Journal 309,414 
Rhinelander, Wis . News 3,697 
Watertown, Wis. Daily Times 6, 856 
Wausau , Wis . Re cord-Herald 15,966 
Laramie, Wyo. Republic-Boomerang & Bulle tin 5,949 
Mamaroneck, N. Y . Times b ,l55 
Middletown, Ohio News-Journal 15,750 
Ashland, Wis . Pre ss 4,890 
VIII . 
APPENDIX I I 
~~e Feature Syndi cates Used By 
The Papers In This St u dy 
Adams, G. M.:--444 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N.Y. 
Affiliated Features, Inc.:--1650 Broadway, N. y. 19, N.Y. 
Alburn Bureau :--Rocky River , Cleveland 15, Ohio. 
American Feature s Syndicate :--210 E . 43rd St ., N. y . 17, N.Y. 
A. P. News paper s, Inc .:--50 Rockerfel ler Plaza , N.Y. 20, N.Y. 
Associated Newspapers, Inc .:--229 W. 43rd St . , N.y. 18 , N.Y . 
( See Bell) . 
Atlas Features Synd icate:--6455 sunset Blvd ., Los Angeles 28, 
California . 
Bell Syndicate, Inc . :--229 W. 43rd St ., N. Y. 18, N. Y . ( S c; e 
Consol. I\i .). 
Central Press Association:- - 1435 E . 12th St ., Cle veland , Ohio . 
Chicag o Sun-Times Syndicate:--211 W. Wacke r Drive, Chicag o, 
Illinois. 
Ch i c a g o Tribune :--N. Y. News Syndicate , Inc:--220 E . 43rd St. , 
N . Y . 17, N. Y . ( S8 e TJ . F. STl · 
Congressional Quarterly News Fea t ures :--732 17th St., N. w. 
Wa shing ton 6 , D. C. 
Conso l idated News Features, Inc.:--229 w. 43rd St., N.Y. 18, 
N • y • 
Educationgl Research Bure au:--1217 13th St., N. W. Washingt~ 
5 , D . C. 
General Features Corp .:--1250 Park .Ave ., :ti . Y . 17, N. y . 
Globe Syndicate : --4421 Alton Pla.ce , N. W. Washing ton 16, D. C. 
Gordon Features: --500 B. of R . c. Bl dg ., Cincinnati 2 , Ohio . 
Gordon Syndicate:--649 E . 14th St ., N. Y. 9, :N . Y . 
rx. 
•. 
Handy F iller s ervice:--627 Russ Bld g ., San Francisco 4, Calli· . 
Haskin s ervice :--316 E ye St., N. E . Washington 4, D. C. 
Hopk ins Syndicate, Inc.:--Box 357, Me llot, Indiana. 
Independent syndicate, Inc.:--1700 Eye St., N. w. Washin~ ton 6, 
D. C. 
King Features Syndicate:--235 E . 45th St., N. Y . 17, N.Y. 
Lawrence Associate s:--1241 24th St., N. W. Wa s h ing ton 7, D. c. 
Led ,ser Syndicate:--321 s. 4th St., Phil adelphia 6 , Pa . 
McClure New s p a per Syndicate:--75 West Street, N. Y. 6 , N. Y. 
McNaug ht Syndicate, I n c.:--60 E . 42nd St., N.Y. 17, t:i . Y . 
Na tiona l News pape r Service:--326 West Madison S t., Chica g o 6 , 
Illinois. 
N. & A. Se rvice, Inc.:~-1200 w. 3rd St., Cle ve land 13, Ohi o. 
N<3 w York He rald Tribune Syndicate:--230 W. 41st St., N. Y . 18 , 
N ~ y • 
Ne w York Post Syn.dicate:--75 West St ., .N-P. Y. 6, N.y. 
North American Newspaper .A lliance , Inc. :--249 W. 43rd St., 
N . Y. 18 , N. Y. 
Publishers Syndicate:--30 N. LaSalle St., Ch icago : 2 , Ill . 
Register & Tribune Synd icate:--715 Locust St ., Des Moines 4, 
Iowa. 
Re li t; ious New.s Service: --381 4th Ave ., N. Y. 16 , N. y . 
R . W. Spears:--Bedford _Hills, N.Y. 
United Feature Syn.dicate:--220 E . 42nd St. , N.Y. 17, N . y . 
Van2;uard F'eatures Synd icate:--7147 s. Cyril Ave . , Chicag o 49, 
Illinois. 
x. 
Wes tern New s paper Uni on:-- 210 S. De splaines St., Chic a g o 6, 
· Illinois. 
Whee ler Newspaper Syndicate:--302 Bay st ., Toronto 1, On tario, 
Canada. 
Women 's Nationa l Ne ws Service:--45 W. 45th St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. 
:x:r. 
B I B L I 0 G R A P H Y 
1949 and 1950 Internati onal Yearbooks, Editor and Publisher 
Gramling, Oliver, AP, The Stoi"J of t h e Hews , ],arrar-Rinehart, 
New York . 
Jones, Robert w., Journalism in the United States, Dutton & 
Co., New Yor~, 1947. 
Mott, Frank Luther, American Journalism, Macmillan, New York. 
Rosewater , Victor, History of Cooperative News-Gathering in 
the United States, Applet on, New York, 1930. 
Vatson, Elmo s., AHistory of Newspaper Syndicates in the 
United States, 1865-1935, Chicago, 1936. 
Oth er Sou rces 
.198 retu rns of over 1500 questionnaires sent to da ily news-
papers by the author. 
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